“This lively, reader-friendly book sets out the case for ‘consumption
corridors’ – a novel route to enjoyable but sustainable lives for all
of us in the rich world of the 2020s. It makes a compelling – almost
obvious – case, clarifes the obstacles, and sketches a practical vision
to propel us on the journey to ‘living well within limits’.”
— Ian Gough, Visiting Professor in CASE and
Associate of GRI, London School of
Economics, UK
“This book masterfully explains why sustainable limits, in the form
of consumption corridors, are a central concept for addressing
fundamental issues of justice and power, and to imagine workable
pathways to a better future. Too often sustainability remains apolitical and vague: sustainable consumption corridors bring research into
the reality we all need to transform.”
— Julia K. Steinberger, Professor of Societal
Challenges of Climate Change, University of
Lausanne, Switzerland
“Dominant understandings of sustainability over the past three
decades have maintained a resolute fxation on effciency improvements
and individualized strategies of social change. These conceptions
have also fetishized technological breakthroughs and underplayed the
existence of biophysical limits. By placing suffciency at the center of
transformation, the notion of consumption corridors opens credible
and equitable windows of opportunity for system innovation that can
meaningfully engage all global citizens.”
— Maurie J. Cohen, Professor of Sustainability
Studies, New Jersey Institute of Technology, USA
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Living well within limits

All humans want to live a good life. They want to live a life they
value. But what does such a life look like? If you were to ask people on the street to defne a good life, their answers would surely
vary – by geography, age, gender, education, class, race, and access
to social media, to name just a few intersecting factors. One person might respond that a good life is about having a roof over their
head, running water at home, or having access to good education.
Someone else might say that the good life is about enjoyment, from
simple pleasures like taking regular walks in the park, to spending
time with friends and family, or even traveling the world. For some,
a good life might be about having a rewarding career and tallying up
personal achievements. For others, commitment to community may
be the defning factor.
Does that mean that differences prevail around how people achieve
a good life? Actually, no. While honoring our differences as individuals, we should not lose sight of what unites us as humans. When we
look beyond the surface, removing all the varied stylings and decorum, the essence of what we experience as a good life is surprisingly
similar, even among individuals living seemingly different lives. At the
deepest level, all human beings share certain needs that must be satisfed as a prerequisite for leading a good life. We all need access to the
material necessities for life, for example, as well as a sense of belonging
to some form of community and being recognized as valuable. How
we satisfy these needs differs according to the places we live and the
opportunities we have, but strong similarities exist when it comes to
the needs themselves. And the most essential condition for living a
good life, when all is said and done, is the ability to satisfy these needs.
Can you imagine a world in which all individuals living now and
in the future are able to satisfy these needs and live a good life? Is
such a world possible? This book invites you on a journey around a
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compelling vision of how a good life for all could become a reality, and
how we might work together for that world.
Why do we need such a vision? If some people are able to live a life of
plenty, firting with endless possibilities of consumer goods, a vast majority barely survive, let alone live a life they value. Even people who
are materially wealthy may not actually be leading a satisfying life;
chasing feeting moments of happiness may not bring about real satisfaction, and can even lead to burnout, depression, or other illnesses.
A certain amount of material consumption – associated with food and
water, shelter and clothes, health services, and mobility infrastructure,
for example – is necessary for any human being to meet their needs.
But there is also ample evidence to suggest that some consumption
practices, patterns, and levels actually reduce the ability to live a good
life. The lure of endless consumption opportunities, compounded by
social norms and structural forces, can lead to status competition,
stressful choices, time pressures, and endless debt, to name but a few
ailments.
Additionally, the consumption practices and patterns of some people increasingly hamper the ability of others in this world to live a good
life today, refecting or reinforcing historical patterns of ecological and
social exploitation. If certain clothing items or food products have a
surprisingly low price tag, it probably means that the true costs of people’s work are not being recognized. Too often, a consumer “deal” or
“bargain” conceals under-paid workers and unfair work conditions. A
low-cost product can also hide environmental costs, such as rainforest
loss or greenhouse gas emissions. Moreover, the consumption patterns
and levels of the most affuent leave a huge ecological and climate debt

Figure 1.1 After a point, further wealth does not increase wellbeing.
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to future generations. How are those who follow us supposed to be
able to live good lives in this world, once we are done with it?
Thus, some kinds of consumption – too much, not enough, unequally enjoyed, environmentally or socially destructive, or divorced
from wellbeing and security – are inimical to a vision of the good life
for all. This is deeply ironic, since “consumption” is typically cast as
essential to living well. And yet, what hinders many living in affuence
from accessing a good life is the constant pursuit of a “better life.” The
alleged benefts of such consumerist pursuits are continuously trumpeted by advertisements in which the good life is not in the here and
now, but rather achievable later, through the purchase of a new product or service. There is no question that a broad share of the global
population very much needs improvements in their quality of life. For
many others, however, the constant (admonition to) search for an elusive, “better” life leads to being trapped in an ever-escalating spiral
of “the more, the bigger, the better,” which by defnition never can be
good enough. Far too often, quantity takes precedence over quality.
In times of crisis, such as the pandemic that swept across the world
in 2020 and 2021, we may stop and reconsider the false promises of consumerism. Such moments also show that societies can come together
to determine new joint objectives, and new priorities for resource allocation and action. In this vein, it should also be conceivable for us
all to agree on a vision of the good life and to work together toward
the goal of enabling everybody to live it. This is the major strength
of focusing on the good life, and specifcally on a good life from a
needs-based perspective. It allows for refection about what we really
need rather than what we wish for or desire. It also allows for a critical
distinction between needs and how we go about satisfying them, and
how we as a society might support the chances for needs satisfaction
of others. Even more importantly, a needs-based approach to a good
life illuminates the conditions that must be provided if individuals are
to live a good life. And this, in turn, shines a light on needed policy
and institutional reform, the (re-)organization of responsibility, and
the promotion of a just society.
People have always wanted to live a good life, across the world and
throughout the centuries. Societies and governments strive to support
and protect the members of their populations toward that aim. Today,
however, the context for these efforts has changed. We are witnessing
an unprecedented global increase in urban consumers, many of whom
aspire to high consumption lifestyles. At the same time, growing inequity and worrisome risks from overusing and destroying ecological
resources imply that some people will never experience the lifestyles to
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which they aspire. The planet simply cannot provide the ecological resources necessary for everyone to live high consumption lifestyles. Indeed, current environmental changes are already winnowing chances
for a good life. The global human society cannot endure the degree
of inequity and exploitation necessarily involved either. Not only will
this lead to much frustration and anxiety but these developments may
also erode cooperation and empathy, further worsening the situation.
In an increasingly inequitable and ecologically full world, living well
within limits thus becomes the core challenge of our time. Facing this
challenge means enabling every individual living now and in the future to live a life they value, while driving the institutional changes
necessary to organize ourselves with respect to these limits. All of this
is possible. Humankind, after all, has made impressive technological
advances over the decades: improved energy effciency, the harvesting
of renewable energy resources, and the marvels of modern medicine,
to name a few. But these advances have only gotten us part way to
the good life. We need social change next to technological change. We
must nurture new institutional processes and practices for living well
within limits.
This book introduces consumption corridors as a means for achieving living well within limits. Consumption corridors describe a space
between minimum consumption standards that provide every individual with the ability to live a good life, and maximum consumption
standards that keep individuals from consuming in quantities or ways
that hurt others’ chances to do the same. Such corridors combine the
pursuits of a good life and of justice within planetary boundaries. At
the same time, they offer a foundation for needed systemic change
by engaging citizens in the design and implementation of policy,
grounded in robust mechanisms of procedural justice. While a lower
limit is a starting point for discussions around justice, the need for an
upper limit is an essential next step for reasons of environmental and
social sustainability, and may make for challenging discussions. But
starting these discussions is critical.
Limits is a concept not well liked in liberal societies, where unlimited freedom is often extolled to be of utmost importance. And yet, we
live and thrive in a world of limits. We intuitively know that limits,
of the right type at the right time, are good for us. Individually, we
set limits on how much we eat or drink, or put on a credit card. Our
bodily and fnancial health would suffer if we did not. Collectively,
we embrace limits on individual freedom, via formal law or societal
norms, to protect individuals from each other or to allow the pursuit
of communal interests where they confict with individual ones. That
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is the very basis for laws, norms, and other forms of social regulation.
Limits are a tool for wellbeing when they are not exploited by coercive
regimes. Under the right conditions, limits are not a threat to freedom.
They are its foundation.
The concept of consumption corridors thus offers a vision of how to
pursue the goal of living well within limits. It offers a compelling vehicle
to sustainability. This book is an invitation to explore the most pressing challenges facing humanity today, and to uncover how consumption corridors can help achieve the goal of sustainable wellbeing for all.

2

Our vision
The good life

Often, environmental and social analysts focus on threats, dangers,
and damage. They highlight negatives, in terms of limited or nonrenewable resources, or the impacts of excessive emissions or effuents.
But what if one took the opposite approach and focused on the positives that we want to strive for? We – the authors – believe that every
human being, that is you and us and everybody close and far away,
wants to be able to live a good life, a life that is worth living. Given
that the Earth’s resources are limited and distributed highly unevenly,
the core objective has to be how everybody can live well within limits.
Striving for this goal of living well within limits requires something
different from the typical focus on threats and dangers. It requires
a deep and profound orientation toward the good life. It requires us
to ponder what the good life is, what conditions must be fulflled for
individuals to live it, and what it takes to create these conditions. Indeed, orienting our view toward the good life and away from threats,
dangers, and damage is helpful and necessary for a number of reasons.
One is that the positivity of the vision of the good life facilitates
action. Think about it. How much easier is it for us to be persistent
and, if necessary, creative in pursuit of something we really want to
do, compared to when we are coerced? How much more persuasive
is an offer when it embraces something we care about? Motivational
speakers and writers will always tell you to identify your (positive)
goals frst, and then go about making plans for how to achieve them.
Health specialists, too, have witnessed a shift from the question “what
is illness and how can it be removed?” to the question “what is health
and how can it be promoted and nurtured?”
The positivity of this good-life lens relates to our search for freedom. One reason why striving for something we like or desire is powerful is that we derive additional strength from it being rooted in our
freedom. We derive satisfaction from pursuing something we choose.
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Indeed, the ability to design and control one’s own life has been identifed by many thinkers as one of the crucial needs we share as humans.
At the same time, the vision of a good life for all integrates our individual pursuit of this goal with an immediate concern for others.
In other words, we can enjoy and exercise freedoms only to the extent
that doing so does not impinge on others. Achieving this vision underlines both the crucial role of freedom but also the necessity of limits
for this freedom to exist. Thereby, pursuing the vision of a good life
for all has the potential of bridging current political divides, as it is a
vision that all people can adhere to.
Beyond a concern for freedom and its limits, the pursuit of the vision of a good life for all is rooted in human inclination for empathy
and desire for justice. Making the good life a goal not only individually but also at the level of societies means pursuing a vision of a
world where all people, whether they are born in the Northern or the
Southern hemisphere, or live on the right or the left side of the tracks,
can lead a life they value. Thereby, the vision underscores the idea that
the very purpose of societies is to allow its members to fourish, and
it posits that all institutions of a society should serve that purpose.
Making a good life a societal goal entails working at all scales, from
the individual to the global, and explicitly raising these two questions:
what kind of a world do people want to inhabit, and what kind of a
world should be passed on to future generations? Confronting questions of what a good life consists of, how it can be achieved, and how
it can be guaranteed for everybody entails exploring what really matters to humans, individually and collectively. These questions thus can
launch new societal debate, helping us recognize similarities rather
than differences and serve cohesion over polarization. Most fundamentally, a focus on the vision of a good life allows us, individually
and collectively, to devise ways to escape the trap of “the more, the
bigger, the better,” and to examine how our personal understanding of
the good life interacts with that of others.
Importantly, talking about a good life is not the same as talking
about life being good in terms of morals, ethical rules of conduct,
norms, or societal obligations. In the following pages, “the good life”
refers to ideas such as quality of life, human wellbeing, and human
fourishing. Nevertheless, the notions of a good life and ethical questions about rules, norms, and obligations are not completely at odds.
The freedom of one individual to live a life he or she values relates to
the freedom of other individuals to do the same, and brings to the fore
issues of responsibility and justice. This was always the case, of course.
But today, this relationship is all the more pronounced, living as we
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are in a world in which biophysical and social limits can no longer be
denied. We can no longer ignore the fact that the pursuit of the good
life can impact the chances of others to live a good life.
Pursuing the good life is about beginning with the goal of human
fourishing. It does not mean that we should ignore environmental
threats and dangers, or social injustice. But starting with the good life
means that we set our focus straight on what is important to us, and
then work our way backwards to account for limited environmental
and social resources. We develop the vision of how everybody can enjoy a good life frst, and then ask ourselves how that vision can become
reality.

But what is a good life?
Clearly, people have different perceptions of the good life. For one
person, it might be about time with the family. For another a good life
could mean traveling to interesting places. And for a third it might be
about a rewarding job. But what is absolutely essential for people to
lead a life they value?
Scholars and thinkers across the world have pondered the good
life since antiquity. They have sought to explain what the good life
is and how it can be achieved. They have asked whether the focus of
attention should be on individuals or the broader society. They have
debated such questions in relation to virtues and morals, and rights
and responsibilities. No wonder they came up with myriad answers.
To some, this good life means achieving peace of mind and not being
ruled by passions and desire. To others it is about living in compliance with the word of god, and observing religious duties and rules.
For others it is living in harmony with nature. And for others still it
is about living in accordance with human nature, focused on human
capabilities and virtues.
It is impossible to present and discuss here the full range of thoughts
and arguments about the characteristics of a good life. But it might be
worthwhile to show the different approaches one can take and how different potential answers complement each other (for an introduction
into some of these systematic differences, see Box 2.1: The good life
in philosophical thought). One answer might be that a good life is the
same as experiencing happiness and pleasure, and avoiding suffering
and pain. In ancient Greece, hedonism represented such a perspective.
To assess whether an individual has a good life, the good and bad feelings they have experienced would be tabulated. This calculation and
the ensuing conclusion about their proximity to the good life would be
entirely dependent on subjective, individual feelings.
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But are feelings of happiness and pleasure, and the avoidance of suffering and pain, really suffcient or even promising for defning a good
life? Interestingly, we now have evidence that people actually do not
equate a good life to feelings of happiness, or to the absence of pain
and suffering. Instead of weighing the balance of pleasure and pain,
individuals tend to think about a good life in terms of their life being
meaningful to them and therefore worth living. People distinguish,
for instance, between pleasant activities and rewarding activities – the
two may go together but are not always the same. Thus, someone may
identify watching television as a pleasant but not rewarding activity.
This distinction implies that the good life for an individual is a life
that they value, independent of whether they experience feelings of
happiness.

Box 2.1: The good life in philosophical thought
Several themes recur in philosophical and religious inquiries into
the nature of the good life over the centuries. Reason and contemplation, moral boundaries and virtuousness, the role of body and
mind, and societal participation and autonomy show up in different forms in discussions of the good life in the works of Plato,
Confucius, Orunmila, Arendt, Freire, and Foucault, among others. Similarly, the question of the benefts of, if not requirement
for, leading a simple or contemplative life appears in writings from
Laotse, Aristotle, Augustin, and Gandhi. Beyond these common
elements, there are some more or less notable differences among
these thinkers. Still, one can identify certain schools of thought.
One approach takes a subjective perspective on the good life.
The hedonists in ancient Greece, for instance, argued that a
good life for an individual equals the experience of happiness
and pleasure, and the simultaneous absence of suffering and
pain. Following this defnition, one could go about assessing the
extent to which individuals have a good life by simply asking
them about the emotions they experience. That such an assessment of a good life is entirely dependent on subjective individual
feelings explains the label “subjective approaches” that today’s
work on wellbeing uses for such perspectives.
Subjective approaches have greatly beneftted feminist and
post-colonial perspectives, as they allow for a more differentiated
(Continued)
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assessment that is open to experiences from the marginalized
(Spivak 1988). But they have also been criticized. Some authors
argue that it is possible to be happy even in unjust or inhuman
living conditions, such as a happy person living in slavery or extreme poverty, for example. Others note that happiness can be
short-lived – you can be happy today but fundamentally unhappy
tomorrow – making “happiness” diffcult to defne and support
collectively (Costanza et al. 2014, Sen 2010). Brand-Correa and
Steinberger (2017) also argue that in a hedonic world, achieving wellbeing relies on approaches that seek to improve people’s
state of mind or change their understanding of what contributes
to wellbeing, with a focus on individual and subjective feelings
and impressions rather than societal measures.
Unfortunately, such individualistic approaches provide little
ground for capturing the relationship between the individual
and society, for identifying relevant conditions for a good life,
and for addressing questions of responsibility for the creation of
such conditions. Accordingly, Di Giulio and Defla (2020) postulate that when it comes to societal responsibility, individual
feelings of happiness cannot be the point of reference, because
a community cannot assume responsibility for the happiness
of its members. It can only provide the conditions for human
fourishing.
In contrast to a subjective perspective on the good life, objective approaches focus on aspects beyond the individual, especially on the individual’s environment. These approaches
proceed from the premise that it is possible to name elements
that are decisive for human wellbeing regardless of how they are
experienced. This directs our focus to social and environmental contexts of individual wellbeing, thereby making it easier to
posit a responsibility to ensure the opportunity to live a good life
for other human beings. These approaches are also fawed, however, in that they may exclude the perspective and experience of
the individual. In the worst case, they can be misused to justify
coercion.
Anthropological approaches form a particular category of objective approaches to the good life. They have that name because
they start from the very nature of human beings, specifcally the
premise that being human is inherently tied to having certain
needs or needing to be able to develop certain capabilities. In
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this context, these approaches adopt some of the philosophical
and religious notions of the good life discussed above. Aristotle’s idea of Eudemonia, in particular, is a pivotal foundation of
today’s scholarly work in this area.
One infuential example is Nussbaum’s (1992) work on capabilities, which draws explicitly on “Aristotelian essentialism.” She
argues that certain capabilities, and the need to be able to develop
them, are inherent characteristics of human nature irrespective of
historical, geographical, and cultural contexts. Similar to other
scholars applying a capabilities-based perspective, Nussbaum
emphasizes that the ability of humans to develop these inherent capabilities must be the central aim of societal development,
in contrast to the view of humans as productive resources that
emerges in much of development policy and economics (see also
Sen 1997). Politically, the capabilities perspective has served as a
basis for the UN’s Human Development Index (HDI) (Anand and
Sen 1994). Other anthropological perspectives on the good life
work with this notion of needs rather than capabilities, or combine the two (Costanza et al. 2007, Gough 2017, Max-Neef 1991).
The strength of such “eudemonic” approaches is that they
consider a broad range of dimensions and determinants of individual and societal wellbeing – including social, political, economic, and cultural dimensions – and they differentiate between
means and ends. With this encompassing view, these approaches
offer interdisciplinary, normative frameworks that allow for a
more comprehensive and differentiated assessment of individual
wellbeing within society (Robeyns 2005). Rather than focusing
on an individual’s material resources, these approaches investigate individual capacity: the ability of individuals to meet their
needs, for instance, or the capabilities that individuals command
or are developing that bear on their ability to meet their needs.
Resources (including social and environmental ones) in this formulation are important as a means to achieve these ends, but
individual abilities to meet needs and develop capabilities determine whether people can lead a meaningful and valuable life.
Although these approaches may differ, all of them concur on
three essential points: (1) A good life is not about mere survival,
but rather about a life that humans value; (2) ensuring a good life
is not just ensuring that people do not die, but making certain
(Continued)
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they have the opportunity to fourish; and (3) to ensure a good life
entails providing individuals with the conditions and resources
needed to satisfy their needs and/or develop their capabilities.
These “objective” and, especially, “eudemonic” perspectives
on the good life make it easier to identify factors infuencing individual ability to live a meaningful life, while also helping us
explore questions of responsibility. Most important, such approaches demonstrate that it is possible for societies to ensure
that all people have an opportunity to live a good life, and to
plan, organize, and adopt measures in support of this aim.

Efforts to identify decisive elements for human wellbeing must avoid
paternalism, however. What people actually think must be accounted
for, along with cultural and other differences in interpretations of what
a good life is. In other words, it is important to avoid the danger of providing a basis for standardization and coercion toward the pursuit of
improving the wellbeing of populations. While only weighing individual feelings may not be the right way to understand what a good life is,
only focusing on “objective circumstances” is unlikely to be the right
way either. Instead, attempts to defne a good life must consider both
how people actually feel about their life, and what makes life worthwhile, independent of temporary feelings. Critically, any attempt at
defning a good life must acknowledge the freedom and autonomy necessary to pursue individual life plans.

Focusing on needs
Still, is it possible to identify some needs that all humans have and that
should be fulflled in order for individuals to be able to live a good life?
Defning a good life via a focus on human needs is helpful, particularly

Figure 2.1 Some of the approaches to wellbeing.
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when it comes to living well within limits. On the one hand, a needsbased approach to the good life allows us to emphasize what humans
need to live a life they value. It thus places attention on the needs themselves as well as the conditions of their satisfaction, in a way that could
be comprehensible to individuals and societal actors across nations
and societal groups. On the other hand, a needs-based approach to the
good life also tells us what a good life is not.
From a needs-based perspective, a good life is one where individuals have the opportunity to satisfy their human needs, and thinkers
and scholars have identifed certain needs as innate to human beings.
While there is always some variance in how needs are identifed or described, there is considerable overlap. According to most scholars and
thinkers, we have, for instance, needs of subsistence, the satisfaction of
which requires food and shelter, as well as needs associated with security and health, underscoring the importance of safety from violence.
Other human needs suggested by thinkers and scholars are needs for
affection and social relations, participation, belonging and being part
of a community, reproduction, creativity, play and leisure, meaningful
activities, personal development and learning, and identity.
Starting with needs, a good life is not about the satisfaction of every
subjective desire individuals may have. Indeed, using a needs-based
defnition of the good life highlights the importance of making a crucial distinction: the distinction between “needs” and “desires.” Needs
are universal for humans across time and space and, more fundamentally, opportunities for satisfying these needs are a precondition of
human fourishing. In this context, scholars speak of universal motivating forces, of constitutive aspects of a good life, and highlight their
indispensable, irreducible, and non-substitutable nature (see Box 2.2:
Needs and satisfers).

Figure 2.2 Desires are different from needs.
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Desires, in contrast, are subjective wishes. They are not crucial to
an individual’s ability to live a good life. That does not mean that an
individual will not enjoy satisfying their desires – only that an inability to satisfy one’s desires is no serious impediment to individual
fourishing. Examples of such desires are the desire to drive at unlimited speed, climb Mount Everest, or live in a huge house. Desires,
then, have a different standing and level of legitimacy, when societies
ponder the ability of individuals to fulfll them and societal duties
to ensure them. More fundamentally, it is imperative to distinguish
between desires and needs in order to move beyond relativism and
completely subjective estimates of wellbeing, and to identify conditions for a good life that are not solely applicable to a certain individual or group of individuals, or to any particular place and time.
When using the good life as a lens for understanding better how to
live well within limits, distinguishing between needs and desires is
crucial.
Similarly, a focus on needs highlights the necessity to distinguish
them from satisfers. While needs are ends in and of themselves, satisfers are what we use to satisfy our needs and desires. In other words,
satisfers are means, but not ends. When applied to consumption, this
perspective clarifes that consumer goods (for example, products, services, infrastructures) are not ends in themselves, but the means for
satisfying needs. Food and shelter can satisfy a need for health and
subsistence, for example. Societal institutions are also satisfers: to
meet the need to participate in society, a democratic system of governance might be necessary as a means toward that end. Satisfers tend to
be culturally specifc and highly contextual, in contrast to the universal nature of needs.
Therefore, when distinguishing satisfers from needs, it becomes
obvious that trying to ensure the conditions for people to live a good
life means providing them with the opportunities to satisfy their
needs. This is very different from saying that individuals should have

Figure 2.3 Satisfers as distinct from needs.
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opportunities to acquire and use certain satisfers, and even more different from catering to endless desires.
Needs can be satisfed in many different ways. Traveling to interesting, far-away locations may be one way of fulflling a need for leisure,
creativity or perhaps identity or spirituality. Individuals emphasizing
the importance of family for a good life may be doing so to satisfy the
human need for affection or belonging. Likewise, individuals focusing
on rewarding jobs may do so because the job satisfes a need for meaning, personal development, or being part of a community. Clearly differentiating between needs and satisfers allows a distinction between
the consumer goods and material as well as immaterial resources individuals may use, and the objective of a good life for which they use
them – or between ends and means. Moreover, it allows an evaluation
of satisfers in terms of their contribution to needs satisfaction. Thus,
a needs-based perspective on living well within limits protects us from
the misstep of taking satisfers (and potentially even the wrong satisfers) as a point of departure; it instead directs our attention to focusing on needs and on the broader conditions for needs satisfaction.

Box 2.2: Needs and satisfers
All need-based approaches share a main idea: human beings
have a common set of needs, simply because they are human beings. The details of these needs and especially the ways in which
they can be satisfed refect cultural and historical settings, but
the needs as such are universal. Needs-based approaches have
been applied to a range of questions and felds, including sustainable consumption and climate change (Brand-Correa and
Steinberger 2017, Gough 2017, Guillen-Royo 2010, Sahakian and
Anantharaman 2020).
Needs-based approaches differ, however, around the list of
needs, the number of needs identifed, and considerations regarding their satisfaction (Annex 1 provides four lists of human
needs employed in sustainability research). Max-Neef and colleagues (1991), for instance, identify nine needs, the satisfaction
of which can be approached via a matrix. Di Giulio and Defla
(2020) suggest a different list of nine needs on the basis of their
potential to be “protected” in that they can be assured by collectivities. For Costanza and colleagues (2007), eleven needs are
listed as contributing to quality of life.
(Continued)
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Older theories about human needs also tried to distinguish
different levels of needs or suggested a hierarchy of needs
(Maslow 1943). The assumptions underlying such hierarchies
have been disproven by empirical studies showing that this is
not how people perceive quality of life, however (Banerjee and
Dufo 2011). Yet, other aspects of such approaches continue to
infuence research. Doyal and Gough (1991), for instance, identify three needs forming a set of “basic needs,” to which they add
“intermediary” needs.
Needs-based approaches have the added value that they allow
better insights into the qualities of satisfers, that is, the means of
achieving needs satisfaction. Max-Neef et al. (1991) distinguish
among fve types of satisfers in relation to needs. First, there
are violators or destroyers that impair need satisfaction. For example, the weapons industry is a destroyer of needs satisfaction
for many people who are subject to the terror and violence of
war. Second, there are pseudo-satisfers, which give a false sense
of satisfaction. In the United States, Juliet Schor (2000) demonstrates how the vicious cycle of work-credit-spend may make
people momentarily feel exalted from a shopping experience,
only to fnd that their needs are not truly being satisfed, as they
fnd themselves in a spiral of debt. Third, there are such things
as inhibiting satisfers, which satisfy one need but curtail needs
satisfaction with regard to other needs. Fourth, there are singular satisfers, which satisfy just one particular need. Finally,
there are synergic satisfers, or “those that satisfy a given need,
simultaneously stimulating and contributing to the fulflment of
other needs” (Max-Neef et al. 1991, 34).
More recently, in a comprehensive study on green public
spaces in the cities of Asia, researchers found that these spaces
satisfy multiple needs for diverse groups of people (Sahakian
et al. 2020). The distinction between needs and satisfers thus
emerges as important, because it shows that sustainability is not
about limiting people’s needs, but rather about questioning the
satisfers that are used to satisfy human needs.

In a similar vein, a needs-based perspective on the good life reminds
us to differentiate between satisfers and resources, including biophysical and social resources. Not consuming environmental and social
resources clearly is not possible. For example, people need access to
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drinkable water, which, in turn, requires some form of infrastructure,
such as water conduits and sewage treatment plants. Even if people
belong to a community of urban dumpster divers, they consume goods
produced with environmental and social resources. But differentiating
between resources and satisfers allows us to evaluate satisfers in terms
of their contribution to needs fulfllment relative to the environmental
and social resources they consume and affect. This is a key point for
those interested in supporting a good life within limits: needs are universal, but societies can organize themselves differently to satisfy these
needs with less resource throughputs and negative impacts – do better
with less, in other words. The combination of the above insights on the
good life derived from a needs-based perspective links consumption in
terms of what resources we consume (and also waste along the production chain) to the satisfers we choose to use to meet our needs, and to
the bigger question of our needs themselves.
This perspective also reveals how consumption becomes problematic when people are no longer able to distinguish needs from satisfers,
when they consume satisfers that are actually violators, pseudosatisfers or inhibiting satisfers, or when they equate a good life with
buying and possessing consumer goods. This almost inevitably leads
to the trap of “the more, the better” at great environmental and social
cost – and ultimately is detrimental to a good life.
The good life from a needs-based perspective, then, is a life in which
individuals are able to satisfy their needs and have access to the ecological and social resources necessary for doing so. It is not a life where
individuals necessarily fulfll every subjective desire, own and use any
satisfer, or consume for the sake of consumption, especially when this
prohibits others from living a good life. It is a life, though, that allows
everybody living now and in the future to satisfy their needs within
a more just world that respects planetary boundaries. It is a life that
honors the vision of living well within limits.

Slipping through our fngers
This vision of a good life for all is not at all new, and it certainly is not
radical. When Aristotle explored how to achieve eudemonia in ancient
Greece, he was pondering the foundations for a good life (though, at
the time, only for free Greek men). In Ecuador and Bolivia of today,
buen vivir or living well has been inscribed in the national constitution. And in South Africa, Archbishop Desmond Tutu refers to the
good life in society when writing about ubuntu, or the notion that “my
humanity is caught up, is inexplicably bound up, in yours.” Similar
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examples from around the world and across time abound. Truly, the
good life, as an everyday aspiration by lone individuals and entire societies, is familiar terrain. It enjoys general acceptance, even if most
people have not heard of terms like “wellbeing” or “satisfers versus
needs.” It borders on common sense, bridging the sensibilities of conservatives and liberals.
What is new and radical, if we may defne “radical” as a fundamental challenge to prevailing beliefs and ways of living, is how the
search for the good life connects to the changing times that are upon
us – and, in particular, how these changing times threaten the good
life. We, the present generation of humanity, are in the midst of an
urban-consumer revolution unprecedented in human history. The repercussions promise to be intense, but so are the opportunities for profound change for the better.
We inhabit an increasingly urbanized world of seven-plus billion
people, heading to ten billion by 2050. The World Bank reports that
the poor countries of the world, where the majority of people live, are
experiencing urban population growth of more than 4%/year. Locally,
such growth strains the ability of even the most effcient governments
to provide basic infrastructure and services. Globally, providing basic
infrastructure to the growing ranks of urban populations will, by itself, push the planet past the red-line of climate change. The capacity
of critical environmental systems to support human prosperity is, as
far as we know today, at its very limit, and has been passed in some areas, such as biodiversity loss and ocean acidifcation, with irreversible
and unforeseeable consequences. The last thing humanity needs, biogeophysically speaking, is continued exponential growth in the mining, processing, and production of raw materials for new consumer
products, with all the waste-production such growth entails.
Additionally, most of these new urbanites – three billion plus, by
most estimates – are now scrambling aboard the bandwagon of global
consumerism. Individuals across the world are easily fascinated by
the “better life” as lived by the world’s rich characterized by lifestyles,
identities, and meaning embodied in limitless material consumption.
Such “modern” or “new urban” lifestyles are usually egged on by sophisticated marketing from transnational corporations compelled
to juice consumer demand and grow new markets. Spotlighted and
spread through global media networks, this creation of desires and
their corresponding high-consumption satisfers are now becoming
increasingly accessible to a majority of the world’s population, something thought impossible just 30 years ago. And, despite the promises of a high-consumption life proffered by countless advertisements
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and media images, impossible it will remain, at least for many in this
emerging consumer class – not everyone can live the high life of heroes and heroines in the latest Hollywood and Bollywood movies. This
bait and switch of dashed expectations spawns dangerous frustrations
infamed by an economic system that has failed to deliver, given the
widening gap between the haves and have nots, with a lack of real opportunities for bridging that gap.
Meanwhile, the high-end consumers of the world are not always
living the idyllic life portrayed by glossy ads and chipper Instagram
posts. Deepening feelings of economic anxiety are on the rise among
the world’s affuent (except, perhaps, for the rarifed 1%) as social
safety nets become frayed, a global economy creates winners and losers seemingly on whim, and an enduring sense of relative deprivation
(where it seems that everyone else is doing better) becomes the norm.
And yet, the global COVID-19 pandemic, the repercussions of which
are still rapidly unfolding as of the time of this writing, has taught us
that not all is doom and gloom. Societies have witnessed citizenly acts
of kindness, solidarity, cooperation, and care. The pandemic has also
exposed wide gaps in vulnerability and safety nets, however. Thus, it is
an enormous challenge to keep experiences of solidarity and feelings of
hope alive and to let them prime the better angels of our nature. Compassion and cooperation are so easily threatened by feelings of victimization and resentment, and fanned by opportunistic politicians,
and demagogues in waiting. Accordingly, we have every reason not
to let this potential interlocking explosion of consumer aspiration,
dashed expectation, and deepening anxiety take hold.
Still, this risk is very real. To date, these dynamics of ecological and
social destruction continue unabated. Scholars and activists point to
the rapid decline of global fsheries, climate instability and fooding,
droughts, growing scarcity of potable water, stalled agricultural productivity, the spread of tropical diseases, the growth of secure enclaves for
the rich and insecure lives for the poor – and the list goes on. Meanwhile,
current production and consumption systems are putting ever more
pressure on the weaker members of societies across the globe, exploiting
their every breath. But we simply cannot continue to foster the further
deepening of inequalities and deprivation. The good life is under siege!
It does not have to be this way. The decline of the intertwined fortunes of individual and society, of person and planet is not some inevitable outcome rooted in human history or human nature. Indeed, over
millennia, humanity has made impressive strides toward the good life
for all. In recent decades, many people have seen real improvement
in their capacity to act in the world with security, dignity, and grace.
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For examples and trend lines, consider the upward global shift in life
expectancy, educational levels, basic health services, literacy, and
physical security documented, for instance, by the United Nations’
Human Development Reports.
Accelerating urbanization, furthermore, may hold the key to a future frmly rooted in the good life, one where everyone participates in
shaping society and gets their share, and no one shoulders the environmental or social consequences of bad behavior by others. The essential
trend, here, is the depopulation of vast areas of land as humanity concentrates into cities. Relocating humanity into cities has its costs, to be
sure, but one upside is the opportunity to shape patterns of production
and consumption for minimal environmental impact, and maximum
social harmony and justice. Imaginatively organized, city-life could
provide a basis for the good life for billions of humans.
Indeed, life can change for the better. Humans can do good in the
world, for themselves and each other. The good life is within our reach
because of our abilities, inclinations, and achievements as creative and
forward-looking bipeds, not in spite of them. To forget this truth of
human potential when confronted by troubling news of social upset
and environmental decline would be tragic.
But things also change for the worse, and it is the real possibility of
global decline that stokes the fre behind this book. Metropolitan living
that is at once socially just and environmentally sustainable remains
more aspirational than inevitable. And whatever positives an urban future might offer, pronounced assaults on the natural world are unfolding
now, with breathtaking immediacy. Environmental scientists calculate
planetary boundaries to show, with alarm, how humanity now operates
outside the “safe operating space” of the planet, how we overuse the
resources provided by our planet in terms of regrowth and in terms of
sinks. Threats to the good life pile upon themselves in bewildering ways
as underappreciated reinforcing feedback loops kick into gear, driving
a chain reaction of intensifying environmental damage. The surprising
interaction of ocean waves and exposed ice-cliffs in Antarctica, for instance, promises to release staggering quantities of glacial ice into the
ocean over the next several decades, inundating coastal cities at a rate
previously unimaginable – and further accelerating the loss of Antarctic ice. Alas, efforts to arrest the damage, in Antarctica and elsewhere,
are piecemeal at best. Even those remedies pursued with great fanfare
– the Paris Agreement on climate change, to take one example – are
steamrolled by a juggernaut of increased production and consumption
that, by defnition, defnes a “healthy” global economy.
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It is not just with respect to the environment, however, that things are
changing for the worse. As pollution worsens in many cities around the
world, the affuent shelter in their air-conditioned homes away from
industrial centers with air cleaners purring and water flters on the tap.
Where water service is intermittent, they purchase storage tanks for
the roof; if food becomes expensive because of extremes in weather or
depletion of fsheries, they import their sustenance from less affected
parts of the world. And when coastal cities begin to food, this global
elite will move to equally convivial communities on higher ground.
In these and so many other ways, the upper crust of humankind can
insulate itself, at least for a while, from much of the environmental
damage occasioned by its own consumption. The rest of humanity is
left holding the bag of spotty water supplies, dirty air, expensive or
unsafe food, exposure to industrial toxins, tumultuous climate, and
ocean fooding.
These realities are obscured by deceptively collaborative words like
“we” and “our,” which are common to conversations about environmental degradation, as in “we are depleting groundwater supplies” or
“our consumption of palm oil is destroying tropical forests.” But the
underlying realities of power and privilege are rarely so collegial or
communal. A small slice of this “we” reaps the benefts of activities
that devastate the environment, pushing the associated costs onto the
poor, or future generations, or both. Rarely do the affuent shoulder
the full costs of their consumption choices – the less powerful and unborn pay much of the bill. This fundamental unfairness means that
each additional unit of growth isn’t just uneconomic; it also tends to
make society more unequal.
This sums to a crucial point: the unraveling of the natural world
is not just an assault on future generations. It is also an inequality
machine that poses grave challenges to prospects for an acceptable
level of global justice. Left unchallenged, this machine will sharpen
the divide between the haves and the have nots, further infaming
perceptions of injustice and marginalization by large swaths of humanity. To the dismay of many, austerity measures in Europe and
continued economic dislocation in the United States after the crash
of 2008/2009 created fertile ground for right-wing populism and socalled alt-right movements. But these socio-economic drivers of an
often hateful politics of grievance are minor forces when compared
to the power of looming environmental and social harm to erode the
cooperative pillars of social life – the very pillars upon which the
good life depends.
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Can we be responsible for a good life for others?
A focus on the good life, we believe, offers paths of possibility to a better world. And thinking about the good life in terms of the needs individuals are able to satisfy provides a basis for identifying conditions
that must be provided and resources that should be made accessible.
To pursue the vision of a good life for everybody, the next logical step
is to ask how meeting these conditions and ensuring the accessibility
of these resources for everybody can become possible. Identifying the
relevant conditions is important, as it allows actors to plan accordingly and create, support, and protect opportunities for needs satisfaction. But it is only half the game. The other important part is to discuss
who the relevant actors are. Who is, can, or should be responsible for
creating, supporting, and protecting these relevant conditions?
This book began with the vision of a good life for all, now and in
the future. If societies wish to pursue this vision, they must accept the
responsibility to provide all people with the opportunity to fulfll their
needs and, on that basis, to design their lives in ways they themselves
deem meaningful. Responsibility, in this sense, isn’t a moral category,
prescribing what is right and what is wrong, or a matter of personal
choice. It’s about organizing and institutionalizing global collective
responsibility. It’s an approach that combines the consideration of individual and collective freedom and rights with notions of individual
and collective duties and obligations.
But can we really be responsible for the good life of others? Let us
approach this question by exploring frst what we are not responsible
for. Despite the best intentions, no one can really be responsible for
whether others experience events and moments in life as pleasurable,
rewarding, or satisfying. As much as we would like to ensure that our
loved ones feel happy and satisfed, and are healthy, successful, loved,
and protected, we cannot – not with any certainty. We cannot control
their feelings, truly shape their physical constitution, or determine
how others treat them. And if we can’t control these factors for our
family and friends, how could we possibly assume this responsibility
for individuals living far away, or in the distant future?
In truth, no one can assume the responsibility of deciding what a
good life really looks like for someone else. We have neither the right
to judge the paths they walk (as long as that path doesn’t harm others),
nor can we decide for others what a life they value should be. Each of
us is responsible for designing and living our own (good) life, for fguring out what genuinely matters to us, and what that means for living
a life we value.
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We can and must, however, assume responsibility for insuring that
individuals are able to make these assessments for themselves and act
upon them. It is the very nature of societies to support their members
in the pursuit of goals they cannot achieve on their own, and to allow and foster the pursuit of joint objectives. This is why we organize
ourselves into communities, which balance the needs of different individuals and those of individuals and the community. As individual
members of a community, we help set the stage for improving the lives
of others.
This is easy to see within the family or in small communities, but
it applies to a bigger community as well. Societies infuence the living conditions of their members, for better or for worse, by their
actions and their failure to act. Societal conditions create important
contexts for individual fulfllment of needs, through the provision
of healthcare, the limitation of violence, and the stewardship of environmental resources. Our grouping into societies serves physical
needs around subsistence and security. It provides opportunities
for participation in a community of faith to meet spiritual needs.
It addresses needs related to identity, offering a sense of belonging
and place as well as venues for differentiation. Other such examples
abound.
Most fundamentally, a good life is unthinkable outside of a community. Humans are social animals, which is why the need for belonging and place is common to all societies. We live within social
institutions – families, neighborhoods, communities, and nations –
that provide psychological and material sustenance, and to which we
have meaningful connections and obligations. Interacting with others
allows us to develop a sense of self – this is why forced isolation is torture. And while some may tout the individualist story that we alone are
responsible for our own good fortune, behind every individual action
there is a collective setting within which this individual action takes
place. Humans simply would not be able to survive without other humans taking care of them at some point in life; babies and children,
elderly people, sick people, and all those temporarily or permanently
vulnerable need others to look after them. We are always existing in
and drawing on a collective.
The good life is thus more than an individual goal. It is a vision for
the wellbeing of all members within a community. It says that we can
and must create, support, and protect the opportunities and access to
resources necessary for others to achieve a good life. This is a responsibility that expands well beyond ourselves. It is a relational form of
responsibility. It links us to others.
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But who are these “others” and where does our community begin
and end? Traditionally, humans lived in small communities – villages
or other intimate settlements – and for many this is still the case. Interestingly, this way of living still informs our thinking. When we use
“community” in everyday language, we often speak of the narrow societal groupings within which we live or cognitively associate. This
is the group for which we tend to accept responsibility most easily.
Over time, of course, dominant forms of societal organization grew
progressively larger, leading to the creation of nations, states, and the
nation-states of today. But, here too, questions of responsibility and
mutual obligation are frequently discussed and, in many contexts, notions of collective responsibility are accepted.
The globalized world of today complicates these familiar vessels
of individual and mutual responsibility within community. Borders
around communities are blurred, even in times when states go to
great lengths to shelter their societies from the global fows of potentially dangerous or contagious goods and people. How countries
and their citizens behave depends on what happens in other countries, and infuences wellbeing in other countries. Systems of production, provisioning, and consumption are organized globally, and
individuals frequently associate and interact with other individuals
across borders, or literally on the other side of the globe. Individuals can also easily feel allegiance to virtual communities, without
physical proximity. The idea of “community” could thus encompass
an enormous group of people, especially if future generations are included, which seems mandatory to any conversation about the longterm future of humankind and associated opportunities for living a
good life.
Can we be responsible for the good life of all the members of this
massive community? Decades of development cooperation across the
globe, often framed by the activities of the United Nations and its
many programs, suggest that many would say “yes.” Numerous global
conferences and reports, most explicitly the 1987 Brundtland Commission’s report Our Common Future, embody such a vision.1 Yet, if
we, as part of this community, are truthful with ourselves, we must
acknowledge that notions of responsibility for the good life of individuals on the other side of the planet or years into the future are controversial, and often lack emotional or cognitive claim over our friends,
family, and fellow citizens. It is thus particularly necessary to reconsider how to organize and institutionalize responsible actions toward
distant others. If each and every individual living now or in the future
is to have the right to satisfy human needs, then they must be provided
with the necessary conditions for doing so.
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Recent developments suggest that governments and the societies
they represent are moving in this direction. They are beginning to accept responsibility for the wellbeing of others beyond narrow understandings of community. A familiar nation-state focus on individual
wellbeing via social security, education, and health policy at the national level, for instance, is increasingly assuming an intergenerational
and international focus as illustrated, to take one example, by the Sustainable Development Goals (see Box 2.3 on the good life in politics).
Similarly, intergovernmental and supranational organizations – the
World Bank, the European Union, civil society organizations, and
even corporations – are exploring the question of the good life with
renewed vigor in recent years. Reports and studies in a variety of media outlets are moving beyond expressions like “wellbeing” and “quality of life,” and instead prominently featuring the less colloquial “the
good life.” This idea is garnering much interest among the general
public, and consequently governments in different countries are working on not just understanding the nature of the good life, but also on
the enabling conditions for it.

Box 2.3: The good life and related developments in
present day politics
How have governments and governance systems, from local to
global, envisioned and assumed responsibility for fostering opportunities for a good life for all? One answer draws on the ascendant
articulation of human rights in the aftermath of the horrors of
the World Wars, leading to the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights in 1948. With the Declaration, nation-states through the
United Nations defned certain inalienable rights, such as the
right to life, equality before the law, and freedom of speech and
religion, as minimum conditions for living a humane life. Secondand third-generation human rights have been agreed upon since
(although their adoption and implementation at the national level
is clearly lacking in certain contexts), moving the target a bit closer
to conditions for not just a humane life, but for a truly good life.
These second- and third-generation human rights include economic and social rights, such as the right to be employed in just
and favorable conditions, or rights to food and housing.
At the national level, the welfare state created in the postindustrialization period and reinvigorated after World War II,
(Continued)
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especially in parts of Europe as well as in the United States with
President Roosevelt’s New Deal, demonstrates efforts to create
conditions for populations to meet needs and live a good life.
Measures to protect individuals against threats arising from
sickness or unemployment as well as to provide for education or
regulate labor standards can also be viewed in this context.
In the 1960s and 1970s, a new factor relevant to living a good
life moved into focus: the quality of the environment, focusing
frst on toxic pollutants and soon spilling over onto the preservation of natural systems. Political, scientifc, and public discourse
of the day increasingly linked environmental degradation to
human wellbeing. Concerns about human wellbeing produced
regulations focusing specifcally on local air and water quality.
At the same time, scientists for the frst time calculated “limits
to growth” (Meadows et al. 1972), which sparked debate over
whether human wellbeing is truly improved by perpetual economic growth. These debates highlighted the tension between
the idea, promoted in the post-war period, that mass consumption should be the fnal aim of any industrialized society, and the
growing concern that unbridled production and consumption
are fundamentally at odds with environmental limits.
In this context, it is important to recall that sentiments like
Victor Lebow’s famed proclamation that “our enormously productive economy demands that we make consumption our way
of life, that we convert the buying and use of goods into rituals,
that we seek our spiritual satisfaction, our ego satisfaction, in
consumption … we need things consumed, burned up, replaced
and discarded at an ever-accelerating rate” (Lebow 1955, 8), was
focused on ramping up the post-war (US) economy at a time when
planetary environmental boundaries were at best a fringe concept. In other words, these ideas on wellbeing and consumption
were informed by special needs and circumstances, but later came
to be taken as undeniable truths valid across space and time.
The focus on human wellbeing in the context of ecological
stress and the state of the planet led to the paradigm of “sustainable development,” which quickly gained purchase over
global political agendas in the late 1980s and 1990s, especially
in the wake of the Rio “Earth Summit” of 1992. Sustainable
development describes a form of development that meets human needs while sustaining natural systems so that the needs of
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future generations can also be met. Many environmental global
summits have since been held to apply notions of sustainability
to concrete political aims.
For example, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs),
a product of the United Nations Millennium Summit in 2000,
promulgated eight international development goals linked to
poverty eradication, environmental protection, and human
rights. The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) succeeded the MDGs in 2016 and marked the shift to a broader
and more transformative agenda. Its 17 goals address a broader
range of ecological dimensions, while aiming to better consider
the interests of marginalized groups. But more work remains.
Questions persist about the operationalization and implementation of these goals, and knotty contradictions arise among some
goals, especially SDG 8 (“decent work and economic growth,”
emphasis added) and SDG 12 (“sustainable production and
consumption”).
Increasingly, national legislative initiatives have connected
to these global debates, especially emergent national proposals
to combine climate change mitigation and adaptation measures
with larger economic and social reforms. These plans, often referred to as a “Green Plan” or a “Green New Deal,” are garnering support as of this writing, and will likely enjoy outsized
attention in the post-pandemic period. Advocates argue that such
initiatives will advance quality of life, resource conservation, environmental protection, and infrastructure developments by creating “green” jobs and facilitating “sustainable” investments in
renewable energy and resource effciency. But underlying visions
of continual growth and an absolute decoupling of economic
growth from resource use are increasingly contested. Many civil
society actors and scholars alike continue to work through the
possibilities for making “prosperity without growth” a reality
(Jackson 2017, Victor 2008, Wiedmann et al. 2020).
Yet, despite decades of work on these themes, many people on the
planet still do not have the opportunity to live a good life, and the
chances of future generations to do so are plummeting. That is not to
say that all efforts have failed. As noted above, policies and initiatives
developed in support of social welfare and sustainable development
have greatly increased the quality of life for many over the last century.
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But especially in these changing times, it becomes obvious that these
efforts are increasingly insuffcient, for several reasons.
First, policy and governance efforts are often insuffciently aligned
with the idea of a good life because they depend on poor measures
of quality of life, specifcally GDP (gross domestic product), which
cannot accurately tally the negatives of economic growth (see Box 2.4:
Quantitative indicators of quality of life). Indeed, we may have entered
a phase of uneconomic growth, where the environmental and social
costs of additional growth in gross domestic product exceed the benefts, a reality hidden from view by our economic scorecards. As the
classic Adbusters commercial2 reminds us, “every time a forest falls,
the GDP goes up; with every oil spill, the GDP goes up; every time a
cancer patient is diagnosed, the GDP goes up. Economists must learn
to subtract.” It is no wonder that more comprehensive assessments of
economic prosperity, like the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI), show
a fattening of overall global prosperity beginning in the 1980s, even as
the global GDP continues to rise.

Box 2.4: Quantitative indicators of quality of life
Scholars and practitioners have long worked with quantitative
indicators of wellbeing and quality of life. Such indicators carry
the promise of fruitful comparison of various strategies, both
national and sub-national, to foster wellbeing, which, in turn,
could offer starting points for new ideas about governance strategies and public policy. After World War II, Gross National
Product (GNP) (later in the form of Gross Domestic Product or
GDP per capita) became the measure most broadly used in this
context.
Despite its ubiquity, the use of GDP as a measure of human
wellbeing is the subject of increasing criticism (Costanza et al.
2014, Fleurbaey and Blanchet 2013, Stiglitz et al. 2010). Among
the major shortcomings of GDP is its focus on market activities
and added economic value, and its lack of attention to matters
of income distribution. The implications of the latter are that
the conditions for the wellbeing of poorer segments of societies
within countries are grossly misrepresented. The consequence
of the former – the focus on market activities and added economic value – means that environmental or social contributions
to wellbeing outside the formal market are not counted, while
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activities detrimental to human wellbeing (environmental degradation, natural disasters, war, crime) may increase a country’s
GDP.
GDP’s failings when it comes to capturing individual wellbeing are nothing new. They were pointed out early on by the
index’s creator, American economist Simon Kuznets, who in
1934 told the US Congress that
the welfare of a nation can scarcely be inferred from a measure of national income. If the GDP is up, why is America
down? Distinctions must be kept in mind between quantity
and quality of growth, between costs and returns, and between the short and long run. Goals for more growth should
specify more growth of what and for what.
While criticism of the widespread use of GDP as a measure
of human wellbeing is as old as the concept itself (Abramovitz
1959), the recognition of its weaknesses has never been more
signifcant. As a consequence, several alternative indices have
emerged, the frst of which was the Human Development Index
in the 1990s, which combined measures of education and health
with GDP to produce an overall wellbeing score for a country.
Subsequent iterations included an Inequality-adjusted Human
Development Index and a Gender Development Index. Annex 2
provides more information on this range of indicators.
These indexes have been faulted for an overweighting of GDP
in their calculations, together with insuffcient attention to the
environmental dimension of human wellbeing. Other indices,
many arising from governmental efforts, have sought to fll this
void. Well-known examples are the Gross National Happiness
Index in Bhutan, the Canadian Index of Wellbeing, and a modifed Gross National Happiness scorecard in the US city of Seattle, to name just a few. At the international level, the United
Nations World Happiness Report, frst published in 2012 and
covering 156 countries in 2020, might be the most prominent
example.
In their attempt to infuse social, political, and/or environmental factors into conventional indicators and indexes of quality
of life, scholars and practitioners have suggested several alternatives to GDP. The number and range of the measures pose
(Continued)
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new problems, however, quite apart from vexing issues of data
availability (Fuchs et al. 2020). Scholars and practitioners struggle with understanding what individual indicators or indexes
capture, and how their respective strengths and weaknesses
compare. Additionally, most alternative indicators and indexes
do not offer a solution for capturing informal markets and
non-market activities. Fundamental challenges also exist with
integrating measures of economic wellbeing and sustainable development into one measure. As no country has yet achieved a
real decoupling of resource use from economic growth, ecological and income measures tend to move in opposite directions,
especially if the creation of environmental problems beyond national borders is accounted for, as it should be. The resulting
inverse relationship between economic and ecological variables
(see also IPCC 2018) calls into question the usefulness of a comprehensive measure covering both dimensions, since reliable interpretations of changes in the value of any such index become
nearly impossible.
In sum, as economists themselves have noted for decades, we
must look beyond GDP when assessing wellbeing. Indeed, any
individual quantitative indicator will prove insuffcient. Instead,
assessments of socio-economic and political wellbeing must be
employed concurrently with sustainable development indicators,
but measured separately. In this vein, the Sustainable Society Index is laudable, as it distinguishes among human, economic, and
environmental wellbeing (Fuchs et al. 2020). Importantly, processes of combining quantitative and qualitative assessments of
wellbeing should include robust citizen involvement to foster an
in-depth understanding of an individual’s chances to live a good
life, and to guard against the improper focus on “objective” conditions, without concern for individual experiences.

Additionally, the centrality of economic growth to national policymaking, fnancial markets, and corporate debt-servicing distorts our
perspective of the essential goal of consumption. From the vantage
point of the good life, consumption in today’s world must be infused
by freedom and constraint, and by rights and responsibilities. Individuals need freedom and autonomy to design meaningful lives according
to their own understanding of a good life, and to choose satisfers according to their preferences. But individuals also need to be restrained
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when those choices harm the opportunities of other individuals, living
now and in the future, to live a good life. And this is hard to appreciate
when the sole aim of consumption is framed as maintaining economic
growth.
Third, more than ever, wellbeing in one country depends on what
happens in other countries. With systems of production, provisioning,
and consumption organized globally, individuals materially interact
with other individuals across borders, and often on the other side of
the globe. To gain a comprehensive picture of the factors infuencing
the living conditions of people, and of how individual and collective
actions infuence the living condition of others, we must think beyond
our societal group or nation-state. And that is diffcult, but necessary,
since questions of a just distribution of and responsibility for opportunities to satisfy needs, and of what satisfers and resources are made
available, are global ones that extend well into the future. Responsibility, both individual and collective, to ensure that individual choices
respect the opportunities of other humans to live a good life thus assumes a cross-spatial and cross-temporal dimension.
One might object that an individual human being cannot assume
such massive responsibility. This is both true and false. By knowingly
consuming goods produced with the help of slave labor, an individual does not cause slave labor, of course, but he or she accepts it, and
thus is in some way culpable. However, a major share of the burden of
organizing responsibility, especially collective responsibility, clearly
rests with societies. Where one draws the line between individual
and collective responsibility, and between the responsibility to foster
good and avoiding the creation of harm, is unclear. But it can become
clearer when we acknowledge that any answer must ensure that the
individual is neither burdened with inappropriate responsibilities, nor
discharged from being responsible. We also gain needed clarity when
we develop and deploy conceptual frameworks to strike this balance,
frameworks like consumption corridors, which will soon be discussed.
Assuming these individual and collective responsibilities might not
be self-evident. In a world that was built on the abundance of cheap
commodities, especially cheap energy, certain social practices and
lifestyles have become normalized. To many, it is simply not clear why
they should change their routines and habits, feel some responsibility
for crises and suffering in far-off places, or consider new restrains on
their consumption choices. Many citizens across the globe enjoy social, political, and economic freedoms and security like never before
in history. Such freedom and security can easily be taken for granted,
with the dynamics that produced them (oftentimes involving human
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and environmental exploitation) quickly falling out of sight. The altogether understandable outcome is a sense of entitlement that might
lead some people to perceive attempted changes in habits, consumption choices, or domains of responsibility as an unreasoned infringement, an exercise perhaps in so-called political correctness.
Yet, in the face of complex global economic relations and power
structures, it is increasingly diffcult to neglect or deny our individual
and collective responsibility to stop endangering others – those alive
today, and those yet to be born. Credible information about our impacts on the lives of others has never been more available and plentiful. In light of this knowledge, for societies not to act responsibly is to
reject the core beliefs on which most of our freedoms have been built.
Freedom brings with it responsibilities, and these responsibilities include thinking about limits that help to secure established freedoms,
while enabling others to realize their freedoms. For these reasons, we
are obligated to parse and ponder limits to our own consumption.

Notes
1 https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/5987ourcommon-future.pdf
2 Available from online sources. See, for example, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=0q-lEATP-9Y
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Consumption corridors as a
vehicle to pursue the good life

The idea
Consumption corridors are a powerful instrument for responsibly pursuing the good life in a world of ecological and social limits. Defned
by minimum consumption standards allowing every individual to live
a good life, and maximum standards guaranteeing the chance to live
a good life for others, consumption corridors allow us to envision and
implement the social change needed to make living well within limits a
reality. Minimum consumption standards will ensure that individuals
living now or in the future are able to satisfy their needs, safeguarding
access to the necessary quality and quantity of ecological and social
resources. Maximum consumption standards, in turn, are needed to
ensure that consumption by some individuals does not threaten the
opportunity for a good life for others. The space between the foor of
minimum consumption standards and the ceiling of maximum consumption standards produces a sustainable consumption corridor. It
is the space within which individuals may make their consumption
choices freely and sustainably. It is where they have the freedom to design their lives according to their individual notions of a good life. The
concept of consumption corridors combines notions of human needs,
individual preferences, and freedom as the basis for a good life for all.
The very function of corridors, of minimum and maximum consumption standards, is that all individuals now and in the future can
fulfll their needs. In consequence, the defnition of minimum and
maximum consumption standards relates directly to the question of
opportunities for needs satisfaction, that is to “satisfers.” Minimum
consumption standards directly follow from human needs and societal agreement on opportunities for their satisfaction. Maximum consumption standards must then be defned in ways that guarantee the
ability of all individuals to meet minimum consumption standards,
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Figure 3.1 Why consumption minima and maxima are necessary.

depending on the defnition of needs and agreement about opportunities as well. How to satisfy these needs can be a question of personal
choice, as long as maximum consumption standards are not violated.
In other words, “satisfers” do not receive the same kind of protection via consumption corridors that “needs” receive (as discussed in
Box 2.2: Needs and satisfers).

Box 3.1: The origins and further evolution of consumption
corridors as an idea
The concept of consumption corridors emerged from a large,
transdisciplinary research program funded by the German Ministry for Education and Research, entitled “From Knowledge to
Action – New Paths towards Sustainable Consumption.” More
than a hundred researchers and eighty collaborating partners
participated in this primary program, and their work was complemented by a parallel research project in Switzerland tasked
with coordinating and promoting exchanges and synthesis
among the research teams, and transferring key fndings to the
public. These efforts produced eight recommendations, or “consumption messages,” for the implementation of sustainable consumption across society (Blättel-Mink et al. 2013). The corridors
message, which sketches the conceptual foundations and reasoning behind consumption corridors, was among these eight.
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Since then, corridors have been the focus of a number of research efforts and working groups. In 2018, a series of scholarly
panels on consumption corridors convened at the international
conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research and Action Initiative in Copenhagen. In April 2019, an international
workshop at the University of Geneva further developed the concept, leading to a special issue devoted to consumption corridors
in the journal of Sustainability: Science, Practice, and Policy.
Additional scholarly inquiries into consumption corridors
have pushed the concept further. Some publications have elaborated on the norms and ideas underlying the concept and their
ft with the normative paradigms and perspectives prevailing in
today’s Western democratic societies (Defla and Di Giulio 2020,
Di Giulio and Fuchs 2014, Gough 2020). Others have explored the
meaning of corridors in specifc empirical contexts (Godin et al.
2020, Jäger-Erben et al. forthcoming, Sahakian and Anantharaman 2020). A third group of studies has asked questions about
the design and implementation of corridors, and accompanying
structural changes in society (Fuchs 2020, Fuchs et al. 2019).
Both minimum and maximum consumption standards are central
to the vision of enabling every individual living now or in the future
to pursue a good life. Again, minimum consumption standards are
necessary to ensure that every individual can access the social and
ecological resources necessary to satisfy their needs. Importantly,
this access is not just a question of quantity but also of the quality
of resources. Maximum consumption standards are crucial for ensuring that we do not destroy the ability of others to achieve minimum consumption standards. Integrating a focus on minima and
maxima is the basis for addressing questions of justice in a more
profound and comprehensive way than a sole focus on the necessity of minima. Indeed, maximum consumption standards enforce a
powerful message about justice, which is a central goal of consumption corridors.
Minimum and especially maximum consumption standards cannot
be defned once and for all. They must instead be periodically readjusted according to social and ecological developments, new insights,
and changing value systems. Human-nature interaction is constantly
evolving, as is our understanding and valuation of relevant ecological and social limits. Moreover, the translation of needs into satisfers
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must be culturally and historically specifc. Similarly, the specifc level
of resource consumption via a given satisfer will change with technological and societal innovations.
Note that the concept of consumption corridors does not imply
that everybody will or should consume exactly the same quantity and
quality of resources. Justice in the context of consumption corridors
means that every person deserves access to a defned minimum level of
ecological and social resources necessary to be able to live a good life,
solely because they are a human being (what scholars call a naturallaw-based perspective on justice). In this way, consumption corridors
promote justice as a fundamental condition and basic norm for structuring how humans live together. The concept understands humans to
be social beings and assumes that living within societies is associated
with collective responsibilities, which includes the acceptance of certain limits on individual freedoms.
The idea of consumption corridors is not alone in its attempt to provide a strategy for a joint pursuit of wellbeing, justice, and responsibility in a world of limits (see Box 3.2: Related concepts in science). The
idea of consumption corridors is unique, however, for placing the link
between the good life and consumption at the center of such a strategy,
and in making that link via a needs-based perspective on the good life
against the backdrop of limits. Both lower and upper consumption
limits are justifed by the good life, thereby refocusing our attention on
the essence of human aims and ambitions. Because of this focus, the
concept of consumption corridors naturally emphasizes the ecological
and societal conditions for wellbeing in the context of consumption,
thus forcing us to take a more comprehensive look at demands for different resources and the implications thereof.
The concept of consumption corridors thereby allows for a deeper
appreciation of the idea of suffciency, which increasingly arises in
today’s scientifc and political debates about sustainability. In the
context of corridors, suffciency is understood as “enoughness” in the
sense of enough for each individual, and enough for everybody. Suffciency is about life between minimum and maximum standards; it is
not about unguided renunciation or promoting asceticism.
The idea of consumption corridors is also operationally advantageous, in that it allows us to envision the existence of several corridors
defned by different resources, consumption domains, or satisfers,
and potential transits among them. Finally, the concept makes the
need for a dynamic nature of such corridors clear from the outset,
meaning that a corridor will likely expand or contract over time. This
highlights the importance of a refexive, deliberative process that
periodically evaluates and redefnes the upper and lower limits of the
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Figure 3.2 Consumption corridors changing over time.

corridors, whenever conditions or knowledge regarding resource demand or availability change. This capacity for frequent recalibration
can reinforce the fundamental commitment of consumption corridors
to a vision of a good life for all living now, and in the future.

Box 3.2: Related concepts in science
In addition to consumption corridors, other concepts exist that
integrate ideas of wellbeing, justice, and limits. Just like the corridors concept, they build on a range of notable publications
(Jackson 2005, Schor 1998) that bring questions about consumption and wellbeing to the forefront of sustainability research and
debate. These include the widely acknowledged notion of a “safe
and just operating space” (Dearing et al. 2014, Rockström et al.
2009). Raworth (2017) has also gained prominence with the illustrative notion of “doughnut economics,” which relates planetary boundaries to social foundations, and highlights the urgent
need to develop an environmentally safe and socially just space
for humanity. Likewise, Opschoor’s (1987) concept of “environmental space,” which was taken up by Friends of the Earth Europe (Spangenberg 2002), links the existence of limited natural
resources to ideas of justice and the good life.
(Continued)
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Other science-driven developments that connect to consumption corridors include work on upper or lower limits. With
respect to upper limits, research focuses on the dimensions, political feasibility, and implications of maximum incomes (Gough
2017, Neuhäuser 2018). With respect to lower limits, a body of
provocative inquiry explores socio-technical systems of provisioning, linking energy services to basic needs (Brand-Correa
et al. 2018) or universal basic services (Coote and Percy 2020).
This literature also studies the material necessities for a good
life, reinforcing the idea of minimum levels of socially acceptable consumption while also implying the need for maximum
limits (Millward-Hopkins et al. 2020, Rao and Min 2018).
Not unlike the concept of sustainable consumption corridors, these investigations accept the urgent need to integrate the
pursuit of sustainability with social justice. Many if not most,
moreover, draw on spatial metaphors to frame arguments and
illustrate strategies for change. As noted above, however, the
concept of consumption corridors stands apart by placing the
link between the good life and consumption, and specifcally
the good life and upper and lower limits for consumption, at the
center of its strategy for change.

Limits are already out there
Can you imagine a world without limits? Having to navigate a city
without any limits on how people drive, for example? Or no limits on
what harm we may do to others? Societies need limits to allow the
common pursuit of individual and societal wellbeing. The limits set
by states during the COVID-19 pandemic to protect public health, and
especially the health of the most vulnerable segments of societies, are
a case in point. There is, in fact, something comforting about limits,
especially if citizens come together to develop and implement them.
In like fashion, limits to consumption are not fanciful ideas in service of the good life. They exist in the here and now, the product of
common sense and compassion, in part because consumption limits arrived at collectively are more often freeing than coercive. In
our societies, we have agreed – sometimes implicitly, but oftentimes
explicitly – on a plethora of upper and lower limits to consumption.
Let us start with examples of lower limits, which are probably better
known. One is the Social Protection Floor developed internationally
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by the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and UNESCO. This
foor is intended as a lower limit for guaranteeing access to basic social security services. Internationally and nationally, such guarantees
are often expressed in terms of minima, such as access to basic health
care, including maternity care, or basic income security, including revenue for the elderly or disabled. An operationalization of minimum
consumption levels considered necessary are “consumption baskets”
used to calculate the level of social security payments at the national
level, or more recently the concepts of “basic income” or “universal
basic services.” Societies also agree on minimum levels for education
provided by public resources (to the extent that education systems are
publicly funded). Such agreements typically entail specifcs on the
minimum amount of school years that should be required for children and publicly funded, as well as on acceptable student-to-teacher
ratios.
Societies also embrace consumption maxima. Consuming alcohol
beyond a certain level when driving is punished in many societies.
Such rules exist for safety reasons, of course, to protect not just the
driver but also the lives of others. They thus function in a manner similar to the maxima of consumption corridors: their intent is to ensure
the ability of others to live a good life. Likewise, limits are set on what
property owners may do with their property – for example, limits on
size, location, and use of a building that one constructs and, in many
countries, the maximum amount of energy that can be consumed
(via energy effciency standards). Restrictions may also apply to how
many wells you may dig or how much water you are allowed to use per
day, how many trees you may harvest, or how much or what kind of
trash you may burn on your property (if at all), given water, biodiversity, or air quality concerns. These restrictions highlight examples of
consumption maxima defned in relation to scarcity of resources, in
terms of quantity or quality. In this vein, the use of private cars was
restricted during the oil crises of the 1970s, and the speed limit has
been reduced in some countries temporarily or permanently due to
ecological concerns.
Some limits exist for the individual, others for the collective.
Singapore sets a maximum limit on the number of motorized vehicle
licenses available, which grows stricter over time. Major cities such
as Amsterdam, Barcelona, and Venice are beginning to impose limits
on tourism, with restrictions ranging from the number of individuals
to the number of cruise ships allowed per day. And in Switzerland, a
law passed in 2015 in response to speculative housing development in
the picturesque Swiss Valais region sets a limit on the proportion of
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residences in secondary housing – 20% is the maximal limit – to protect the communities in the villages and towns. The law is currently
contested, as some feel it advantages those who have already invested
in secondary homes; it also does not lead to a more equal distribution
of secondary homes. But as a direct result of this law, rapid and speculative housing development in some Swiss regions has been blunted,
and halted altogether in areas like the Valais.
While maximum and minimum consumption limits are common,
combining the two is decidedly less so. There nevertheless are examples where consumption minima and maxima have been defned in the
same area even if not necessarily in combination. Box 3.3 describes
relevant governmental measures as well as interesting research into
housing size. Even though there is a noteworthy lack of policies
and regulations addressing upper limits in this area – in contrast to
the quantity and breadth of measures focusing on energy effciency
aspects – ideas about appropriate limits show up in one way or another
in the context of welfare payments, for instance.

Box 3.3: Housing size and limits
In many countries, household energy use is among the core drivers of consumer environmental impact, next to mobility and food
(IGES 2019, Lorek and Spangenberg 2001). Policies and NGO
campaigns have tried to address this impact in a variety of ways:
prescribing, for instance, standards for the energy effciency of
buildings, fostering the energy effciency of heating systems,
or – less commonly – appealing to households to lower average
room temperatures. The growth in living area per person has
rarely been addressed (Wilhite 2016), however, despite increases
over the last decade. Per capita living space in new single-family
homes in the United States, for instance, almost doubled between
1973 and 2015 (Perry 2016). Indeed, next to the increasing number
of single households, the desire for larger homes and more, bigger, and better appliances is a key driver behind increasing household energy consumption (Cohen 2020, Sahakian 2019). Here, the
impact of rebound effects becomes visible (see Box 4.1: Why easy
wins for more sustainable consumption won’t be enough).
What lies behind this trend of increased living space per
person? One driver is the proliferation of possessions across
the middle- and upper-classes. Sahakian (2019), among others,
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documents the explosion of household goods and appliances,
linked in part to shifting perceptions of “high status” interior
design. Additionally, individual living space tends to increase
along with age and career stage, irrespective of family size. The
trend of increasing home sizes may also be a function of the
often overlooked negative impacts of larger domiciles, such as
the energy needed to heat or cool additional space, or the additional time (or money) needed to clean the home (Shove and
Warde 2002). In many instances, moreover, larger homes are a
consequence of status-driven consumption, where so-called McMansions confer additional status to their owners – until, that
is, McMansions in one’s social group become the norm, producing the social need for even larger, more elaborate homes (Frank
2000, Pinsker 2019). Against this background, enforcing upper
limits on living size per person would appear to be both wise and
necessary. At the same time, such a step makes visible the fundamental social change implied by challenging “bigger is better”
as a normative aim.
So, what would a perspective of consumption corridors for the
good life tell us about the size of our homes? Most fundamentally, it would have us ask how large a home is suffcient to meet
our needs. It could also help us see and challenge the practices
and norms driving us to larger homes, while highlighting the
negative impacts of ever-expanding domiciles on the chances to
live a good life.
Minimum housing consumption standards are familiar and
accepted – there is nothing earth-shaking here. For instance,
welfare systems in many countries operate with a standard in
terms of square meters per person as a basis for rent support.
An international standard developed by the International Code
Council (ICC) sets a minimum requirement for residential
space of 13.9 m² for the frst occupant and 9.3 m² for each additional resident. On the scholarly side, Rao and Min (2018) apply
a needs-based approach and identify minimum foor space as
a universal satisfer in the context of living – next to adequate
lighting, basic comfort in terms of temperature and humidity,
adequate and accessible water supply, and safe waste disposal –
and calculate it to be a minimum of 30 m² for up to three persons
plus 10 m² per additional person. The Swiss decree on minimum
(Continued)
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fat size requires 40 m² for a single-person household and10 m²
more for each additional household member.
When it comes to upper limits, however, examples are more
scarce. Yet notions of appropriate upper limits exist with respect
to rental benchmarks (Mietrichtwerte) in welfare states, such as
Germany, for instance. Here, rental support to welfare recipients is based on a combination of square meters per person (50
m² for a single person and 15 m² for every additional one) and
local market rates for rents/m². Additionally, a growing number
of research projects around planetary limits have experimented
with upper limits on per capita foor space, suggesting 20 m² for
a “one planet lifestyle” based on resource availability (Lettenmeier 2018), 30 m² per capita as part of a scenario limiting global
warming to 1.5°C (Grubler et al. 2018), and 35 m² per capita for
Germany in discussions about equity, justice, and social capital
(Bierwirth and Thomas 2019).
Most of these analyses do not adopt a needs-based perspective
on the good life. Instead, they usefully turn our attention to the
energy needs of people and the ecological benefts of trimming
residential foor space per capita. In doing so, they refect a growing social acceptance of the virtues of smaller living areas, and
reinforce a number of fascinating trends toward downsizing of
living areas. For instance, an increasing interest in urban living
among younger generations is normalizing smaller domiciles.
But there is also the tiny house movement in the United States,
which dates back to the 1970s. It has been enjoying a renaissance
since the fnancial crisis of 2007/2008, and will likely see even
more attention in the post-pandemic period. This push toward
smaller homes is emerging in many cities and countries around
the world as planners, architects, and citizens experiment with
micro apartments, co-living spaces, vertical villages, communal
or multi-generational housing projects, and projects combining
small fats with generous common-use spaces like cafés, gyms,
and recreation areas (Lorek and Fuchs 2018).
The specifcation of upper consumption limits for per capita foor space is not the only possible strategy for arresting the
growing per capita housing footprint. Just as important would be
the reversal of practices, policies, and laws that promote larger
homes. Public loans for energy effcient buildings could be based
on energy per capita consumption rather than square meters, for
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instance, and public support for new residential buildings could
be restricted to a maximum size per person. Likewise, a range of
associated regulations and practices could be reconsidered, such
as how architects’ fees are calculated – often based on the total
budget, so the bigger the better in terms of service fees. These examples show that regulations that foster smaller per capita foor
sizes would not present an unprecedented intervention into the
“freedom” of homeowners, but instead a redirection of priorities
toward collective and societal goals – for the good life for all.
Upper and lower limits are also sometimes defned by individuals
organized in initiatives or associations, including but not limited to
ecovillages and transition towns. The 2000-watt society is one example.
Emerging in Switzerland in the 1990s, the idea is that energy consumption per person must be limited to two kilowatts (or 2kWh per hour,
equal to 48 kWh per day) to guarantee everyone on the planet access to
an acceptable level of energy consumption. The Swiss federal government has included the target of 2000 watts per person in its Sustainable
Development Strategy, and the citizens of Zurich City voted in 2008 to
include the objectives of the 2000-watt society in their municipal regulatory system, providing direction to the city’s energy strategy.
The possibility and prevalence of upper and/or lower consumption
limits differ across policy felds. In the area of energy consumption,
this acceptance is perhaps the broadest. There is clear consensus that
a minimum amount of energy consumption is necessary to meet basic
human needs, such as energy for cooking, lighting, and indoor heating
in cold climates or cooling in hot ones. When these minima are not
met with reliable and affordable energy, as is the case for billions of
people, energy poverty arises. Energy poverty is especially apparent
in parts of India and other spaces in the Global South, where rural
electrifcation remains limited, but it also exists in many regions of
so-called industrialized countries. The dumping of shoddy, energy
ineffcient appliances from wealthier countries into poorer ones complicates matters, as do political dynamics within many countries that
steer energy-infrastructure investments toward the needs of the affuent, leaving the poor high and dry.
The appropriateness of limits arises in other domains of consumption as well. One notable trend is the emergence of “no fying” and
“fying less” initiatives that respond to the ecological impact and social inequality of fying: wealthier people fy more that others, but the
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resulting carbon emissions affect everyone, especially those with limited resources who are typically more vulnerable to climate disruption.
A variety of initiatives, citizen groups, universities, and environmental
organizations are fostering individual commitmentsto avoiding short
fights or giving up fying for a year or more. One relevant effort1 organized by academics brings together individuals and organizations
from Germany, Switzerland, and Austria who vow to avoid fights for
distances under 1,000 km, for instance.
Extending the view to the mobility sector more broadly, resource
savings from limits to fying could be distributed to other transport
systems to promote a range of alternatives, especially train travel.
Limits could also be considered at the local level around other forms of
mobility. Municipalities, for instance, could provide shared car feets,
with a kilometer per person limit, rather than allow access to private
cars. Once collectively negotiated with reference to human needs, such
mobility limits could be easily governed and sanctioned, though they
would need supporting infrastructure investments and attention to
social-justice issues to ensure that diverse mobility needs – both in the
urban centers and in peri-urban or rural communities – are met.
Similar debates arise around food, especially meat and (to a lesser
extent) dairy products. The idea of “meat-free days” has been embraced around the globe. Started in memory of the Indian educator Sadhu Vaswani in the 1980s with the campaign for International
Meatless Day, “Meatless Mondays” or “Veggie Thursdays” have been
introduced in cities in Belgium, Finland, and Brazil, and in schools
and universities across the United States and Canada. Although far
from overall consumption limits, these efforts show that relevant ideas
about upper and lower limits already exist in everyday life.
In a world of growing social inequity and increasing ecological fragility, limits to consumption that translate into greater wellbeing for
more people are necessary. Everybody needs to have access to what
they require to be able to live a good life. At the same time, nobody
should consume so many resources that they hurt other individuals’
chances to live a good life. Fortunately, societies already know how to
construct limits for the beneft of all.
The limits discussed here, and others like them, are not, however,
consumption corridors. They have arisen from a confuence of what
are perceived to be individual, societal, or ecological necessities, by
communities and governments that have some idea about “quality of
life” and social equity. But these considerations usually focus more on
satisfers than on needs, and almost always ignore the needs of others
around the globe, and of future generations.
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Building certifcation schemes illustrate the problems that arise
when needs are not suffciently accounted for, and when more attention is given to satisfers than needs. For example, the shelter of
a home is one way of feeling safe and protected, and an “effcient”
building suggests that these needs can be satisfed with less energy. But
oftentimes, such buildings are designed without accounting for the diverse ways in which people satisfy their needs and perform everyday
life activities. The result is what is known as the “performance gap,”
whereby the actual energy savings are much lower than planned for in
the design phase.
Thus, while the concept of consumption corridors is new, lower and
upper limits to consumption are not. The idea of corridors brings a
new dimension and value to such limits that societies may ponder, debate, and decide. It draws our attention to human needs as a starting
point for this process, asking us to distinguish needs from satisfers
and unlimited desires, and to consider the needs of all people now
and into the future. Rather than constraining us, such limits offer the
freedom to live a good life while preserving the chances of others to
do the same.

What kind of processes are needed?
Examples abound of societal limits on consumption that support
human-needs satisfaction, social justice, and environmental sustainability. How, though, do we move beyond these inspiring examples?
How do we begin the project of designing and implementing consumption corridors that will make societal limits on consumption more the
norm than the exception? The answer is that consumption corridors
must be envisioned and developed via lively democratic debate within
robust forms of civic participation. Participating citizens must be diverse in terms of gender, education, income, age, and family status,
and they must experience the deliberative process as fair and transparent. Varied groups must be involved, representing diverse felds of
interest and action, from environmental and consumer-rights organizations, to regional development planners and municipal actors, to
solidarity- and circular-economy promoters, to groups engaged in human rights activism. The legitimacy and effectiveness of the upper and
lower bounds of consumption corridors demands nothing less.
A focus on the participatory requirements of consumption corridors is a useful reminder of the democratic necessity of promoting citizen competence through accessible and inclusive public debate about
the kind of society we want and the goals we strive to achieve. In this
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way, the development of consumption corridors differs markedly from
elite-driven attempts to reframe consumer choices or introduce “nudging” incentives to shift buying patterns. Both are strategies-of-choice
among many public offcials involved in national sustainable consumption programs, especially programs that engage people in their
role as consumers, and push consumers to be marginally more sustainable with little transparency. The participatory processes essential
to corridor development and articulations of the good life run in the
opposite direction. They view people primarily as citizens, focus on
helping individuals fex their citizen muscle, guide people in negotiating their ideas of a good life with others, and allow citizens to jointly
recognize and decide upon necessary pathways for change.
To this end, negotiations at the societal level around consumption
corridors must engage individuals in civil conversation about what they
cherish, and what opportunities they envision for humans living today
and in the future. These conversations will be most effective when they
occur across different contexts and cultures, spanning all societal sectors, regions, ideological characteristics, and environmental conditions.
Both theory and practice around such deliberations assure us that they
are capable of producing a workable consensus on questions of consumption, limits, and the good life that would be impossible under more elitedriven, top-down approaches. People, after all, are more accepting of
decisions and rules that their peers or they themselves have designed or
vetted. But it is much more than a question of acceptance. It is a question
of how corridors ft with the opportunity for everybody, living now and in
the future, to live a good life, and the essential role that everyday people
must play in developing and envisioning solutions to complex problems.
We do not claim that deliberative community conversations for justice or sustainability have been perfect in recent practice. They often
lack representativeness, and thus can exacerbate existing power asymmetries. This is likely why, around the world, scholars, practitioners,
and activists are fervently working to improve the democratic quality
of deliberative processes, focusing especially on what is called transdisciplinary research – forms of research that integrate science and
practice, and that bring scholars and citizens together in the design
and implementation of effective responses to social problems. These
are exactly the sort of processes required by consumption corridors.
The encouraging news is that scholars and practitioners have interrogated these issues for decades, from Granada to Medellín (see Box
3.4: Citizen engagement in relation to limits, needs, and wellbeing).
Their insights suggest a three-stage process for the design and implementation of consumption corridors.
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The frst stage centers on deliberations about problem perception
and visions for the future, especially as both relate to ideas about
the good life. It is hard to deny that certain visions of the future
enjoy the backing of powerful actors – those that offer economic
growth as the sole response to all social and environmental ills, or
avidly promote consumer lifestyles as an ultimate goal. It is important to cut through this clutter to agree on what we mean by the
good life, and thus to agree on a shared vision moving forward.
To further the pursuit of a good life for all, and to lay the foundation for designing consumption corridors, individuals working within
community could explore the following questions:
•

•

•

What is the problem? What opportunities and challenges characterize your life? Where do they come from? What do you wish
would change for you and what would you keep the same? Who, in
the world that you inhabit, has the most power to keep things the
same, and who has the most power to change things?
What are needs? How does this differ from desires and the means
of satisfying needs? How do these needs differ from what we hear
in the media or what we might have been brought up with or
taught to believe?
How do we feel about limits? What are existing examples of
upper and lower limits to consumption (for example, health,
safety, education)? How did they come to pass, by whom, and
through what process? What are the strengths and weaknesses
of these approaches? Who gained and who lost from these
processes?

These will not be easy discussions. People come with their own baggage, experiences, and histories, and it is often diffcult to untangle
how and why people identify problems and envision solutions. In this
effort, we need scholarly and scientifc expertise and insights from the
lived experience of citizens and non-governmental organizations – the
joining of what can be called certifed and non-certifed knowledge
within interdisciplinary collaborative processes. After all, many of the
critical issues facing humankind today cannot be understood from
a single perspective. Tapping multiple views for the design of consumption corridors means striking a balance between getting the best
available scientifc and technical knowledge on board, while also recognizing the limits of science by honoring practical knowledge about
everyday life, routines and practices, and competing societal and cultural contexts.
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These varied forms of knowledge and expertise are all the more necessary in the second stage of conversation, which focuses on linking
human needs to available resources, both biophysical and social. A
major question to be resolved is how satisfers, which depend on societal and ecological resources, fulfll needs. Although deliberations
on these questions can be inspired by certifed or non-certifed expert
knowledge about needs and satisfers, resource consumption, and ecological and social dynamics, none of this works without robust conversation among citizens. As described in a prior chapter, scholars and
thinkers have suggested sets of needs as inherently human, but they
have not provided a single, defnitive list of needs. Additionally, needs
can be met with different satisfers and these differ across cultures,
time, and space, as well as in terms of their potential to contribute to
the satisfaction of needs (see Box 2.2: Needs and satisfers).
Devising a societal goal of “living well within limits” therefore depends on broad, integrated, and structured debates about needs and
appropriate satisfers. Tying limits to needs and deliberating and deciding these limits in society are crucial for three reasons: (a) to ensure
that upper and lower limits contribute to the good life for all, (b) to
allow for the meaningful integration of limits into the everyday practices of collectives and individuals, and (c) to provide the foundation
for the societal acceptance and democratic legitimacy of these limits.
Because who can argue with a policy or process that is aiming for need
satisfaction for all?
At this second stage, the following questions could be discussed to
advance debate and implementation:
•

•

What is an appropriate list of needs? What lists of needs are relatable and workable, and help uncover individual needs, while
allowing for societal planning for provisioning opportunities for
needs satisfaction (see Annex 1 for examples of different lists).
What are the relevant “satisfers” for meeting needs? What sociotechnical systems, products and services, infrastructures, institutions, and policies are necessary for satisfying these needs? One
approach would be to map the socio-material system of a consumption domain, such as mobility, food, or household energy use to
gain a clearer understanding of that system. What actors are involved, who is included or excluded, and what social and political power dynamics are most apparent? What social norms, rules,
regulations, or other controlling mechanisms exist? What does the
materiality of that consumption domain look like, in terms of infrastructures and products? What skills and competencies are needed?
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What are the important social and environmental impacts and
considerations? If needs are universal, the means of satisfying
them are anything but. A car or a bike might satisfy the same
needs, but a bike, in its usage phase, consumes no fossil fuels and
releases no carbon emissions. Decisions can be made on which
“satisfers” have fewer negative social and environmental impacts
over others.

The range of all possible options for satisfying needs for all people is a consumption corridor. It is defined by setting a minimum
level of consumption allowing individuals to satisfy their needs,
and a maximum consumption level that avoids negative social and
environmental impacts that would threaten the chances of other
individuals to meet their minimum consumption levels. The essential task is to determine how much of a good or service is enough
to address “need satisfaction.” Setting lower and upper limits to
consumption, or creating a sustainable consumption corridor, is
ultimately about sufficiency, about deciding how much and what
kind of access to societal and ecological resources must be ensured to meet needs for all. Deliberations between certified and
non-certified experts are necessary to answer these questions, by
translating these minima into resource consumption indicators
and calculating relevant maxima on that basis, drawing on existing
knowledge of ecological and societal limits. As discussed above,
first estimates for consumption corridors in specific areas have
been developed and could provide a starting point for lively, interactive, and inspiring conversation.
Discerning how best to implement, evaluate, and periodically readjust corridors is the goal of the third and fnal stage of debate.
Designing and implementing corridors will not be easy or straightforward. It entails accounting for different scales of action, varying
focus areas for that action, and interdependencies among sectors
and geographic areas in an increasingly interconnected world with
a diversity of people and contexts. A balance must be achieved between defning consumption corridors in too much detail or too little,
knowing that corridors for the same set of needs and satisfers may
vary substantially within and among different contexts and cultures.
Consequently, an on-the-ground transition to corridors might best be
thought of in smaller units or building blocks, rather than immediate,
all-encompassing change. One beneft of this incremental approach
is greater sensitivity to the perspectives, historical trajectories, and
socio-cultural distinctions of specifc regions and communities.
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At this third stage, the following questions could usefully support
the defnition and implementation of consumption corridors:
•
•
•
•

What specifc upper and lower limits to consumption are necessary? The results that come about from setting consumption corridors must lead to limits that can be agreed upon.
How can consumption corridors be implemented? At what scale
and with what resources? Who are we with? Who are we against,
in terms of shared and competing interests?
What must change? What is preventing or hindering the possibility for change? How can change be further supported?
How can implementation be assessed and evaluated? How and
when will the corridors be reassessed and, if necessary, adjusted?

The questions running through these three stages of conversation and
debate are large and complex. Some may call them utopian, and too
demanding of “ordinary” citizens. We the authors disagree. There
are many examples of successful efforts to engage citizens in such deliberations, including governance initiatives in which people collaboratively agree on wellbeing indicators, and citizen-led initiatives to
discuss limits in relation to carbon emissions, to name a few (see Box
3.4: Citizen engagement in relation to limits, needs, and wellbeing).
These efforts occur at the local level (for example, participatory budgeting within many cities around the world), and the national (around,
for instance, the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals).
Real-world experience, full of promise, exists.
The overall process of designing corridors is likely to hold fascinating but also challenging insights. What happens when people start asking themselves what they truly need to live a good life? Or how one best
links “needs” to “satisfers” to allow others to live a good life, now and
in the future? And what do we realize when we ask ourselves what or
whom is hindering need satisfaction, and who or what is supporting it?
It is likely that these queries will underscore the importance of
changing habitual ways of being and doing, both individually and
collectively. They will also highlight the importance of redesigning
institutions, processes, and infrastructures – which will lead to more
questions about policies, regulations, infrastructures, and social
institutions for transitioning to new ways of doing. The cascade of
insights, conversations, and questions that will surely follow will be
challenging. None of it will be easy. And yet this is exactly the kind of
productive turmoil that will lead to the fundamental social shift that
is needed in pursuit of a good life for all.
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Let us work to fnd a starting point for discussions and processes
toward consumption corridors at the local, regional and, perhaps, national levels. While none of us can design and implement consumption
corridors individually, we can become involved in societal debates
that jump-start conversations about upper and lower limits to consumption. If we wish to create a world in which everybody can live a
good life, let us act bravely and dare to ask what is needed and how
much is enough – for today and into the future.

Box 3.4: Citizen engagement in relation to limits, needs, and
wellbeing
Societal actors are pursuing multiple avenues to identify human
needs in relation to wellbeing (as discussed in Box 2.2: Needs
and satisfers, and with select lists provided in Annex 1). In the
academic arena, transdisciplinary approaches are increasingly
prevalent, in which diverse populations participate in the analysis and framing of relevant problems, and in the creation of new
knowledge.
One recent example is research that drew on precariously employed or unemployed young people in Granada (Spain) to understand how “needs fulfllment” is a more useful approach to
social-welfare policies than simply prioritizing economic growth
(Guillen-Royo et al. 2017). Another example comes from Sahakian et al. (2020), in which citizens in four cities (Chennai, Metro
Manila, Shanghai, and Singapore) were asked to relate “going to
the park” to a list of nine “protected needs” (Defla and Di Giulio
2020); the park emerged as a unique satisfer for meeting multiple
needs for diverse groups of people. In yet another study, MaxNeef’s approach (see Box 2.2 and Annex 1) to human needs and
satisfers framed group discussions in Lleida, a medium-sized
Catalonian city, revealing how social norms and local institutions
can stife needs satisfaction. In another study with the same methodology, researchers engaged with rural and urban communities
in Medellín (Colombia) to better understand which energy services are necessary to satisfy human needs (Brand-Correa et al.
2018). Another series of needs-based workshops also adopted
the Max-Neef approach to explore scenarios for sustainability
with local stakeholders in a Belgian region (Jolibert et al. 2014).
(Continued)
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These and other instances of transdisciplinary research document the ability of citizens, through participatory processes, to
reach agreement on human needs and productively address questions of resource use and allocation.
Practice-driven participatory efforts are also underway in
many places to gain a better understanding of the societal norms
infuencing perceived needs and wellbeing. One noteworthy example is the Minimum Living Standard (MLS) in the United
Kingdom, which has highlighted the role of specifc norms in
infuencing what people understand to be necessary. For example, a hair-straightening iron might be identifed as a necessary
appliance by some people in the United Kingdom by virtue of
workplace expectations around hair styling (Walker et al. 2016).
At a municipal level, there are also efforts underway to generate new indicators for wellbeing, emerging from citizen-led processes, such as the regional sustainable wellbeing indicators that
emerged in the Grenoble area through citizen engagement (Les
Indicators de Bien-être Soutenable Territorialisés – IBEST, from
the Grenoble area, see Ottaviani 2018). Other processes are also
underway that may not relate precisely to need satisfaction or
tackle the question of wellbeing, but that nevertheless engage
people in debating notions of limits, often within the context of
the patterns of everyday life. Recognized examples in this context
are the Transition Towns, the climate justice movement, climate
citizen assemblies, Carbon Conversations, efforts underway in
Social and Solidarity Economy (SSE) initiatives, and initiatives
within the degrowth movement (Muraca and Döring 2018).

Getting started and building momentum
When it comes to social change and the transformation of society, almost anything is possible. Indeed, we have witnessed major change on
many occasions. Take, for example, the 1926 Convention to Suppress the
Slave Trade and Slavery, or the adoption of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights in 1948, with 48 member-states of the United Nations
voting in support and 8 abstaining. Both were thought unlikely if not
impossible prior to their passage. Or consider the civil rights movement
in the United States, or the creation of the welfare state in Europe to
combat the social costs of industrialization. Both led to changes, still
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unfolding, that many at the time thought to be idealistic or hopelessly
naïve. These are a few of many examples of how societal change brings
with it collective actions and alternative approaches that aim toward
collective goals –what some call social innovation. If human ingenuity
propelled such societal changes in the past, just imagine what people
are capable of today, with the knowledge, expertise, and tools at hand.
There is no reason why we, as a society, cannot imagine, plan, and
achieve change for a more prosperous future.
Social change is not always incremental, linear, or tidy. It is typically messy business, rarely falling into neat conceptual boxes. People
often talk about “bottom up” approaches that originate at the level of
a community and trickle up to elite decision-makers, and “top down”
initiatives that begin with elites and flter down to communities and
individuals. Truthfully, change does not usually work this way. Openings and interventions for social change come from above, below,
and across. They move in different directions and at different speeds,
sometimes creating reinforcing feedback and other times working at
cross-purposes. In today’s networked world, a local initiative in Hungary to reduce energy consumption might spur a similar initiative in
a Canadian neighborhood. A policy discussion around basic income
in Switzerland might inspire similar efforts in Norway, Finland, or the
United States.
Thus, when it comes to consumption corridors, no fnalized, tested,
or predictable strategy for change exists. We cannot know, today, what
these corridors will look like, within different contexts and communities. And, if we are honest, we cannot know with certainty where a
serious engagement with this corridors idea will take us. Will it mean
that our lifestyles will have to dramatically change? Perhaps, but let’s
be clear on an essential point: this project is not about individuals taking on sole responsibility to limit their own consumption. It is about
starting a conversation about what should be meaningful to us and
our societies, including the global one, for a good life here and now,
and in the future. Fundamentally, it is a discussion about needs and
wellbeing at a collective level, rather than desires at an individual level.
Let us begin with introducing the idea of consumption corridors into
society for discussion and debate. We can initiate conversations about
consumption corridors within our families and peer groups, and with
co-workers, neighbors, and others who share an interest in creating opportunities for a good life for all. What does it take for us to be able to
live a good life? What is a good life as opposed to a better life?
We can also initiate these conversations in our communities, towns,
or cities, and even take them to regional and national levels if we are
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equipped to do so. In these conversations, we might describe the idea
of corridors and, importantly, refect on how the conventional stories
we tell ourselves about “solving” ecological and social sustainability
challenges are misleading. By getting more and more people, and the
organizations traditionally representing their interests, involved in the
conversation, we can build momentum. We can begin to foster collective societal processes for pondering fundamental questions about our
lives and our futures, which the consumption corridors concept invites
us to ask.
There are other ways to infuence societal pathways. We can write to
politicians or organize petitions. We can exert pressure on provisioning systems via consumer groups. We can promote relevant deliberations and activities in our professional roles. We can work through our
associations and networks to engage with consumption corridors and
the good life. We can integrate these ideas into our teaching practice,
or promote them in research agendas, as teachers and researchers respectively. Clearly, there are many avenues for exploring, with others,
how our societies can live well within limits. Let us together take the
needed steps toward imagining the future.

Note
1 https://www.unter1000.de/

4

What’s stopping us?

Confronted by immense ecological and social challenges, it would
make perfect sense to double-down on the tools and strategies that
have produced signifcant improvement in the quality of life over the
past decades: better technologies, for instance, or more effciency, or
stronger commitments to education. Won’t those save us from having
to pursue wellbeing within limits? The answer is an unequivocal “no.”
It is surely true that technological innovation, effciency, educated
and responsible consumer behavior, and individual freedom all carry
important benefts and are needed. But in their neglect of constraints
and complexities, these dominant “solutions” and the claims they make
about practicality and possibility discourage creative thinking about
how to live well within limits–and in doing so, undermine the good life.
Today’s dominant stories about innovation, the market, and the role
and power of consumers make it diffcult to appreciate the need for fundamental social change. These narratives are just true enough to make
them believable, and yet so deeply false as to make them dangerous.
All of which points to perhaps the most challenging requirement of
good-life visioning: seeing clearly the limits of everyday stories about
the wizardry of technology, the power of effciency, the centrality of
the consumer, and the role of freedom in democracy.

Limits to the salvation potential of technological
innovation
Ask environmental policy specialists or environmental engineers
about how best to save the planet, and most will respond with visions of exciting, even revolutionary technologies: renewable energy
systems, hyper-effcient automobiles, green buildings, circulareconomy industrial processes that eliminate waste, next-generation
nuclear power, energy-intensive vertical farming to allow traditional
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farmland to return to the wild, and the like. Pose the same question to many development specialists and be prepared for much of
the same: new agricultural technologies, infant rehydration packets,
off-grid electrifcation systems, or cheap cell-phone technologies.
The late anthropologist Clifford Geertz got it right when, more than
30 years ago, he observed that elite problem-solvers are happiest
when they are talking about technological responses to knotty social issues.
It is no surprise, then, that many who are deeply concerned about
environmental degradation and social injustice believe that societysaving technological innovations will arrive in time. They trust that
these technologies are lurking just around the corner, ready to save
the day if only we marshal suffcient imagination and boldness to deploy them. With some justifcation, these individuals sense that global
systems of investment, innovation, and technological dissemination
respond to business opportunities and government incentives, both of
which are triggered by scarcity or crisis. They reason that when conditions get bad enough, innovations will come to market in response
to mounting demand and willingness to pay. Consider, they say, the
sudden shift to ozone-friendly refrigerants after the surprising discovery of the ozone hole in 1985, or today’s rapid spread of solar panels
and wind turbines in response to climate change. Crisis and the potential for proft heightens government support, corporate commitment,
and consumer demand around new innovations – and technologists
respond.
And really, why would one expect otherwise? After all, technological
innovation – new artifacts, novel materials, pioneering techniques –
has been the primary source of human prosperity. To deny this simple fact is to be churlish about the amazing creativity of the human
species. Technological innovation defnes the four great historical
revolutions: agricultural, industrial, medical, and digital. It has made
life better by liberating more resources, creating more opportunity,
and opening up new possibilities. In many instances, innovations have
produced large benefts for the masses at low cost, making it possible
for writers like us to entertain the idea of a good life for all. Think of
the positive impact of antibiotics on everyday life, for example, or of
sanitary engineering or widespread electrifcation. All are powerful
and liberating technologies.
This comforting story of technological innovation and historical
salvation may help us sleep at night, but it is increasingly mismatched
to current conditions in three dangerous ways, each inimical to the
good life.
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One centers on purchasing power and the further cementing of inequality. If technological innovation responds to consumer demand,
then most new inventions will inevitably cater to the global affuent.
Sadly, this dynamic of buying-power-driven innovation already prevails: more research and development dollars focus, for example, on
new medications for the pets of the affuent than for all African tropical diseases. And monies spent on innovations in the packaging and
distribution of bottled water for rich-world consumers dwarfs research
and development investments in clean-water systems for the poor in
Asia and Africa.
Exceptions exist, of course. A few global philanthropists apply their
fortunes to health, sanitation, or environmental innovations for the
poor, and inventors of cheap and resilient household water flters may
fnd fnancial reward among the billions of people thirsting for clean
water. But these are the exceptions that underscore the rule: innovation fows to where money is to be made – and in this increasingly unequal world, that money concentrates among a thin slice of humanity
at the top.
In romanticizing the virtues of technological innovation, then,
apostles of this story forget to ask about technological innovation for
whom. Their view of innovation celebrates systems of investment and
innovation that may address, in the short run, social and ecological
problems, but that will almost surely widen the gap between the haves
and have nots in the long run. Lost in a wave of technological optimism is a focus on who participates in deciding what innovations are
developed, how they are implemented, and how these decisions affect
the distribution of chances to live a good life.
A second danger of technological optimism fows from a reliance
on faulty lessons from the past. Consider the challenge of the ozone
hole mentioned above. In this often-cited instance, an environmental
problem was rapidly addressed through the deft use of technology –
in this case, refrigerants that are less hostile to stratospheric ozone.
Major chemical industries came on board, countries banded together
under the 1987 Montreal Protocol, and a major environmental and
human-health disaster was averted. Many take this welcome success
as proof, or at least compelling evidence, of the power of technological
innovation.
Two details about this story are frequently lost, however, that should
make us less sanguine about this power. One is that the “rescue technology” – alternatives to ozone-destroying CFCs – had already been
developed in the 1970s in response to environmental concerns about
propellants in spray cans. The other is that the commercial fnancial
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benefts from the deployment of these more expensive substitutes
fowed largely to the same powerful actors (DuPont, in particular)
that stood to lose the most from the phase-out of the offending
refrigerants. Neither condition – planet-saving technologies already
commercialized, and the focused distribution of costs and benefts
on a single politically powerful actor, with the benefts dwarfng the
costs – usually occurs, and both rarely do. That it happened around
the ozone layer is good news, but treating these enabling conditions
as the norm is a setup for self-delusion, and disaster for the good life.
Perhaps the greatest shortcoming of technological optimism, however, fows from a fundamental misunderstanding of environmental
and social change. Stripped to its essentials, technological-salvation
thinking, especially in its just-in-time form, is essentially reactive: a
problem arises that is fxable, and new innovations come to life to fx
it. But what if, as is true of so many environmental and social issues,
the initial damages from the problem at hand are not easily reversed?
Or, what if interactions among several seemingly manageable problems produce a challenge that is suddenly immediate and potentially
catastrophic? There is little room for these scenarios in a just-in-time
story of technological innovation, where the slow, linear escalation
of problems provides technologists time to engineer solutions before
time runs out. Yet many environmental and social problems are neither slow nor linear in their implications for human prosperity and the
good life. The potential for sudden surprise and irreversible damage
is all too real. These challenges demand an ethos not of technological
cleverness, but of social prudence, of acting with humility and caution
when confronted by risk and uncertainty. The French philosopher
Hans Jonas calls this the “imperative of responsibility.”
Indeed, if one believes only a fraction of what environmental
scientists are saying about planetary boundaries and “safe operating space,” then precaution is more prudent than hopeful faith in
last-minute technological remedies. Many critical environmental
and social systems appear near their breaking point. While the scientifc community can point to looming dangers, it cannot speak
with certainty about where the line in the sand is drawn. Even the
natural scientists do not yet know enough about the intricacies of the
nitrogen cycle, the reservoirs of disease that could be unleashed as
biodiverse systems come under assault, or the complex feedbacks in
our climate system to say just how much pollution or environmental
degradation is acceptable. Additionally, and more important, they
cannot with confdence predict how these systems interact under
stress.
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Against this backdrop of high-risk uncertainty, the good life is
poorly served by technological thinking built on assumptions of problem linearity and reversibility. Yes, technological innovation has its
place in any quest for the good life. But we now live in world of dramatic ecological and social challenges where placing hope in technology as a savior sets us up for disappointment and decline. We need
social change based on prudence and precaution that complements
the best innovations technologists can muster, and puts the right of
individuals to pursue a good life front and center. And we need this
change quickly.

Limits to effciency and markets as solutions
A second dominant narrative focuses on the role of effciency and markets as solutions to current ecological and social challenges. This narrative emphasizes the enormous potential for increasing the economic
and technological effciency of human activity, allowing humanity to
squeeze more prosperity out of a lump of coal, a liter of water, a hectare of land, or an hour of time. And it concludes that reaching these
effciencies, often in cost-effective ways, will greatly diminish our
shared environmental impact. This attractive “win-win” story, where
rational resource use lightens our impact on the planet while fattening
the pocketbooks of producers and consumers alike (thus incentivizing
virtuous behaviors of effciency and frugality) is almost too good to be
true – because, almost always, it is.
One reason is faulty market signals. Innovations occur when the
promise of proft exists, and possibilities for proft fow from the interplay of price and costs. When the social and environmental costs
of production and consumption are externalized – that is, when these
costs are not fully expressed in the price of the products we buy – the
price of products that do harm are artifcially low, and profts to be
made from alternative products are subsequently depressed. This
ubiquitous market failure, where prices fail to match real costs, produces patterns of innovation that pull us further away from solving
pressing social problems. Think here, for example, of remarkable improvements in the fuel effciency of aircraft, or massive cargo ships.
These innovations facilitate more fying, and more individual consumption, and would have taken an entirely different form if the environmental and social costs of today’s consumption were fully refected
in the prices we pay for products.
In addition, a relentless focus on effciency does not produce absolute reductions in resource use over time. In many instances, increased
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effciency leads to escalating consumption of the product at hand,
swamping the environmental benefts from becoming more effcient
in the frst place. Examples abound. More effcient jet aircraft led to
cheaper airfares, leading to more planes in air. Mandated effciency
improvements in refrigerators in Europe made these appliances less
expensive to operate, facilitating a three-fold increase in the volume
of refrigerators now on the market, with predictable impacts on electricity consumption. In other instances, increased effciency produces
more consumption of other products, with similar negative effects on
the environment. Scientists call this dynamic the “rebound effect,”
and it is also known as the “Jevon’s Paradox,” named after the British
economist who noted the rapid increase in coal consumption as the
effciency of steam engines increased (see Box 4.1: Why easy wins for
more sustainable consumption won’t be enough).
Numerous studies show these rebound effects to exist and to be substantial. Indeed, they are so signifcant that almost all of the gains that
have been made with technological improvements in effciency have
been eaten up by increasing sizes, quantities, and levels of consumption. In the end, getting more effcient just means more growth. And
this growth correlates with the use of more ecological resources rather
than less. We now know that effciency without a similarly robust focus on suffciency – on “enoughness” and prudent restraint – will not
save the day. Effciency, without new forms of economic and social organization that slow the rate of growth and make it possible to prosper
with less, cannot foster the good life.
It bears noting, fnally, that patterns of inequity and injustice cannot be solved by improvements in technological effciency. They are,
in fact, often exacerbated, accidently or otherwise, by a single-minded
preoccupation with producing and consuming more with less. Such
was the lesson of “the gospel of effciency” during the Progressive
Era in the United States, which, as documented by historian Samuel P. Hayes, was a time of considerable concentration of economic
and political power. More recently, examples from around the world
demonstrate how initiatives to improve effciency reduce the provision
of services, fueling injustice and environmentally damaging behavior.
In many European countries, for instance, railway services have been
reduced for the sake of effciency, exacerbating injustice in the mobility system while fostering increased reliance on auto and air travel.
As environmental scholar Tom Princen calls out in his work on suffciency, cooperation and compassion are too often at odds with the
cold calculus of effciency.
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Surely, effciency gains and well-functioning markets can support
the pursuit of wellbeing within limits. In these efforts, however, commitments to effciency must be paired with a focus on suffciency and
justice. Effciency by itself is counter-productive when we forget, as
is so often the case, that the main aim is to focus on what is really
needed and how such needs can be met, with less, toward the aim of
a good life for all.

Limits to consumer sovereignty and responsibility
The fnal narrative builds on the frst two by offering a path for action.
It is the familiar story about the imperative for individual consumers
to “buy green” and “buy just,” to purchase goods and services that reward environmentally and socially responsible innovation and support
resource-effcient products and services. In this narrative, individual
consumers have the ultimate power to drive economic and technological change for the better. Our consumer choices are sovereign – they
are our own, they are powerful, and they will push competitive markets in the right direction.
The advent of a consumer sovereignty/individual control narrative
parallels the re-emergence, in the early 1980s, of neo-liberalism, a political and social philosophy that emphasizes individual responsibility
for larger social conditions. The rise of neo-liberalism, refected in the
policies of Ronald Reagan in the United States and Margaret Thatcher
in the United Kingdom, was not the only force behind this narrative,
however, and it may not have been the most important. Growing public concern about global environmental ills (punctuated by the utterly
surprising and profoundly photogenic appearance of an “ozone hole”
in 1985), declining corporate profts, and new pressures on mainstream
environment groups interacted in unexpected ways to reinforce the
then-new notion that consumer decisions could be among the most
powerful forces for progressive social change (Maniates 2019). Since
the insertion of this idea into mainstream public conversation in the
late 1980s, the “consumers are king” story has grown more ubiquitous
and entrenched.
The problem is not with “green” or “socially just” consumption
per se. There are many good reasons to consume in ways that match
our politics and reaffrm our social concerns: to enact and remind
ourselves daily, in small ways, of our ethical responsibilities and
planetary commitments; to support a treasured small business or
artisan seeking to make the world better; to signal to others that we
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try, where we can, to walk our talk; to ft in with an esteemed social
group; or to insulate ourselves from environmental harm (by, for example, buying organic foods or environmentally benign cleaning
products or pest control).
Buying the “right” products to initiate fundamental social change
does not rise to this list of “good reasons,” simply because it does
not work. This is in part because of an information problem – in
particular, having the right information at the right time in an accessible way. Even the best-intentioned consumers do not have the
time to gather and evaluate mountains of information about every
consumption choice before them. Think of the proverbial small
print on food products, using unintelligible language, but also the
questionable validity of many of the nice-sounding labels, of which
there are hundreds. And even if consumers have all the information they need, they often face a conundrum of having to choose
between products that are either socially just or environmentally
sound, but not always both. As a result, people often spend too
much of their energy puzzling out the “right” choice that ends up
having the most marginal of impacts, which fuels feelings of frustration and cynicism that can depress and disempower.
Even more fundamentally, every message directed at consumers
about ecologically and socially superior consumption choices is overpowered by hundreds of messages persuading consumers to consume
more. Even those messages with environmental or social content typically are messages enticing consumption. How often have you been
asked to buy less? And it is not just the marketing departments of business actors at work here, but also governments and, unfortunately,
some environmental groups.
The starkest danger of the “consumer in charge” narrative is that it
depoliticizes the challenges before us, at a time when a citizen politics
is most called for. With consumers in charge, only the softest and most
benevolent policy interventions are required from governments, like
providing consumers with information on the environmental and social characteristics of products, and information on how to use these
products in a better (especially more effcient) way. For these reasons,
the consumer sovereignty narrative is attractive to politicians, as it
shifts responsibility away from producers, retailers, and those tasked
with regulating commercial activity. In an attempt to move to a less
confrontational politics of human fourishing in a world of ecological
limits and social inequity (where one buys green and fair, and gently
cajoles their friends and neighbors to do the same), we have landed in
a depoliticized space, hoping that the diffusion of “good” consumer
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behavior from one consumer to another will coalesce into a wave of
change.
But it cannot, for it assigns far too much responsibility to the individual
consumer. Consumer demand can only exert a real impact on producers
if two conditions obtain. One is the existence of genuine choice between
“good” products and “bad.” But, despite appearances, this is rarely the
case; choices are packaged, curated, and obscured by adept marketers,
who often hide the fact that the choice before consumers is between two
“bad” products, one marginally less so than the other. Another is strategic coordination: a great many consumers must make the same product
choices at the same time, with persistence. But this requires a level of
diligence, focus, conviction, and resistance to greenwashing that does
not emerge spontaneously. It comes from collective action, most often
promoted and organized by civil society organizations.
The need for such collective action is made all the more necessary
by the prevalence of individual and collective routines and practices.
People cannot reason and weigh every consumer decision every time
they act. Most of the hundreds of small decisions we make are based
on daily routines. We simply would not be able to function otherwise.
And our routines, in turn, are strongly infuenced by their social and
material contexts. Time, societal norms of comfort and appropriate
behavior, and fnancial structures, all play a role here. Breaking routines and practices requires far more than the provision of information
about products and product use. It requires a change in the institutions and structures supporting them.
There is broad consensus among sustainable consumption scholars that well-meaning individuals, left to their own convictions, will
make inferior and insuffciently persistent consumption choices when
it comes to sustainability and social-justice characteristics. Prevailing

Figure 4.1 Socio-material mapping of satisfers.
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routines and practices, and information and time constraints amplifed by subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) manipulations by producers, retailers, and marketers are too strong a barrier to overcome. The
result is a pronounced attitude-behavior gap (see Box 4.1: Why easy
wins for more sustainable consumption won’t be enough) that leaves
unchallenged the primary threats to a good life for all.
For all these reasons, the sovereign consumer narrative is dangerous
because it reduces individuals to their role as consumers, and blames
them for social ills that allegedly arise from “poor” consumption
choices. The resulting focus on saving the world as a consumer, one
green-lifestyle action at a time, blocks inspirational avenues to working collectively as citizens toward the good life. It damages our political imaginaries around our possible roles as citizens. At a moment in
human history when what we most need are sources of and strategies
for social change that cultivate prudence and precaution, we instead
get short lists of how to save the world one conscientious purchase at
a time.
This must change. The voting-with-your-purchases narrative, although constructed for us, has found fertile ground because of the
combination of (a) a growing sense of urgency among many that
something must be done about the environment, and (b) a deepening confusion about how one productively engages in “politics” and
“structural change.” Together, (a) + (b) enable the prevailing story that
the checkout line at the market is where we can do the most good for
the planet, and for those treated unjustly. Recent developments indicate that individuals and groups are increasingly challenging this
story, however. Fridays for Future, Extinction Rebellion, and other
initiatives are once again making environmental and social policy a
question of political engagement. Let us join them in re-appreciating
and regaining our political power and capacities.

Box 4.1: Why easy wins for more sustainable consumption
won’t be enough
Sustainable consumption scholars offer several explanations for
why earth-friendly, justice-supporting consumers falter when it
comes to translating their values into meaningful impact. One
reason is “information asymmetries” between producers and
consumers – in other words, producers up and down the supply
chain can hide the negative social and environmental impacts of
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their operations, putting conscientious consumers at a disadvantage. This is what Princen (1997) calls “the shading and distancing of commerce,” a key element in the systematic separation
of production practices from consumption decisions. Another
is the outsized role of time constraints, competing values, and
everyday routines, which together thwart the rational intentions
of well-meaning consumers (Røpke 1999). These factors, and
others like them, suggest that assigning primary responsibility
for system change to individual consumers is anathema to transformative change (Maniates 2001, 2019).
Three dynamics are especially illustrative of the constraints
and disappointments that inevitably arise when one seeks
sustainability transformation via greater technological effciency,
more enlightened consumer action, or both:
(a) Rebound effects
More effcient technologies are thought to be one easy way to address unsustainable consumption patterns. However, a rebound
effect occurs when effciency improvements produce increased
consumption. This occurs via “direct rebound,” when consumption around the good experiencing the effciency improvement
increases (for example, driving a fuel-effcient car more than a
petrol-guzzler), or through “indirect rebound,” when money saved
from effciencies from one product is spent elsewhere (for example,
buying a larger home with more furniture because of lower electricity bills from energy-effciency improvements). Empirical studies demonstrate how increases in consumption consistently thwart
effciency-driven resource savings across a wide variety of sectors
(Stern 2020). This is why sustainability scholars increasingly critique “effciency” both as a concept (Shove 2018) and as a form of
“weak sustainable consumption governance” (Fuchs and Lorek
2005). Many argue that, to be successful, effciency measures must
be accompanied by initiatives that limit overall levels of consumption, that is, “strong sustainable consumption governance.”
(b) Attitude-behavior gap
Altering consumer attitudes, often through information campaigns or incentives, was thought to be another straightforward
(Continued)
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way of fostering environmental sustainability while preserving
chances for the good life. But this approach has foundered on
the rocks of the so-called attitude-behavior (or value-action) gap
(Flynn et al. 2009, Kollmuss and Agyeman 2002). This gap describes the failure of growing consumer concern for the environment to translate into meaningful behavior change. This divide
between attitudes and action suggests the presence of other, often
more powerful forces on consumption choices. These include convenience, fnancial concerns, status and identity considerations,
and “lock in” effects. Lock-in effects, also known as “path dependencies,” describe the power of existing infrastructures and norms
over consumer choice. People, for instance, can become locked
into automobile usage because of existing auto-centric infrastructures and technologies, or because of social norms and collective
conventions around mobility (Sahakian 2017). The notion that attitudes infuence behaviors and choices is thus an oversimplistic
understanding of how social change comes about (Shove 2010).
(c) Behavior-impact gap
Policymakers, academics, and environmental organizations long
thought that steering conscientious consumers toward ecologically or socially superior consumption choices – often via labeling,
social media, or environmental- or carbon-footprint calculators –
could foster important environmental improvements. The socalled behavior-impact gap says otherwise. Strikingly, consumers
who intentionally pursue environmentally superior consumption
choices fnd it diffcult to meaningfully shrink their ecological
footprint. One infuential, frequently cited study (Csutora 2012)
notes that differences in the ecological footprints of “green” and
“brown consumers” are often insignifcant and cannot drive
reductions in resource consumption needed for long-term sustainability. A more recent analysis (Moser and Kleinhückelkotten 2018) reaches much the same conclusion, underscoring the
primary effect of income, rather than consumer intentionality,
on one’s overall ecological footprint. Likewise, a study on food
consumption in Switzerland found that the environmental impact of vegan and vegetarian diets was much lower than that of
meat-based diets, but still above 0.6 ton CO2 / per year – this
because of the general carbon intensity of food production and
distribution systems (Ernstoff et al. 2020). This suggests that
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making environmentally (or socially) superior consumption
choices usually is not enough. Institutional arrangements, infrastructures, and collective conventions must also change.
These three phenomena – rebound effects, attitude-behavior
gaps, and behavior-impact gaps – capture powerful dynamics
that contribute to the failure of technological innovation, effciency, and consumer sovereignty as saviors. They underscore
how we delude ourselves with the stories described in this chapter. In the end, with all the technological innovation we have
achieved, with markets forcefully pushing for effciency, and
with persistent efforts to educate consumers, we are far from a
decoupling of material consumption from resource use (Jackson
2017, Wiedmann et al. 2020). As long as problems are framed as a
function of ineffcient technologies or bad individual choices, we
will keep returning to the same tired solutions, to the detriment
of bolder possibilities for necessary system change.

No limits to freedom in democratic societies?
As we push forward toward living well within limits through consumption corridors, objections will surely arise. These objections
rarely sprout from malice; misunderstanding, uncertainty, and fear
are more typical sources. After all, any change has winners and losers,
and when presented with the notion of consumption corridors, some
may perceive themselves, or their family and friends, as losing under
corridor arrangements.
One major objection to consumption corridors is that they will restrict individual freedom, a core value in liberal democracies. Nobody,
under this argument, has the right to constrain individual consumption choices or limit one’s overall consumption. This argument refects
a sense of entitlement as well as the inclination to put individual freedom frst.
In many modern societies, freedom is a highly treasured value and
frequently referenced in arguments that all individuals should be as
free as possible in their decisions and actions. And yes, it would be
utterly wrong to question the importance of freedom. Ideas of freedom of speech, freedom of conscience, freedom of religious belief
and expression, and freedom of economic exchange, among others,
all follow from historically inspired efforts to establish protected
spaces as guarantees against despotism – and quite often, freedom is
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a hard-won thing. It is therefore understandable that freedom came to
be a central value in liberal democratic societies.
Yet, political claims for the utmost freedom forget that freedom can
only be guaranteed by the simultaneous exercise of necessary constraints. Liberal democratic societies do not choose between the expansion of freedom and the setting of limits, but pursue both. Freedom and
limits are not separate political projects that can be differentiated according to party lines. On the contrary, the development of individual
freedoms and the limits to keep collective freedoms intact evolve mutually, similar to the creation of safe and secure spaces for people to live
in while simultaneously allowing for human differences and creativity.
In this way, limits secure and enhance freedom. Indeed, freedom
and limits are mutually supportive, and societal as well as individual conceptions of the good life fourish not despite, but because of
the existence of limits. Accordingly, democratic states have always
limited the freedom of citizens for the pursuit of security and the
safeguarding of its citizens. Freedom is not only relevant in terms
of “freedom from” (specifcally interventions in my freedom by the
state or society), but also “freedom to” (such as to engage in religious
practices).
Of course, a tension will always exist between individual freedom
and the authority of the state to protect other individuals and society
as a whole. This tension was visible when public-health limits on individual freedom to gather, travel, or work were imposed during the
COVID-19 pandemic, and fercely debated and contested in some sectors of societies. Indeed, all of the freedoms listed above exhibit this
tension. While people must be free to do certain things, they also must
be free from certain threats, especially threats from the exercise of the
freedom of others. Doing whatever you like just might not be good for
everyone around you. This is especially true in a socially and ecologically exploited world, where the goal of living well within limits, and
questions of justice and responsibility, deeply converge.
It is the very notion of individuals living together in societies, and
creating and using the state to govern society in the pursuit of the common good, that supports the rule that the freedom of the individual
must be limited when it impinges on the wellbeing of others. This idea
is embodied, for instance, in §2 of the German Basic Law (Grundgesetz): “Every person shall have the right to free development of his
personality insofar as he does not violate the rights of others.”
The task of society and the state is to carefully weigh the guarantee of individual freedom against the desire to foster the wellbeing of
society and the protection of the weak and vulnerable. Constraints
on individual freedom should not be imposed too freely. But if the
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individual and/or society as a whole requires protection from damage
inficted by other individuals or groups in that society, the state has
the obligation to impose limits on individual behavior. Consequently,
the idea of imposing constraints on consumption choices should not
appear as a challenge to general societal practice, especially when certain forms of human consumption are fostering social exploitation
and challenging planetary boundaries.
Taking a different perspective, we may consider self-chosen limits
as expressions of freedom. Exercising restraint by imposing rules upon
ourselves is the very essence of autonomy. Viewed this way, the innovative potential of limits becomes visible. Limits can be a powerful
creative element, not only in an abstract sense, but also in everyday
practices and choices.
Often people feel they must sacrifce elements of their current lifestyle in order to make limits work, or they may feel that limits are imposed on them, be it by governments, employers, or others. However,
if as individuals and societies, we limit ourselves willingly in pursuit
of a larger goal, the imposition of such limits becomes an act of freedom. Limits become a conscious choice to go for something we care
about more. That is why such limits should be something we develop
through a participatory process. Giving up highly materialistic, overworked and stressed lifestyles, for instance, can be experienced by individuals as freedom to live more authentic lives. Similarly, ecological
risks threaten the forced imposition of limits on societies in the future,
while more sustainable, less consumerist lifestyles can be an expression of and contribution to freedom, now and for generations to come.
Self-chosen limits set people free. If, as individuals and societies,
we can choose to live within limits, a democratic transition to a more
sustainable world is possible.

Shedding myths in pursuit of social change
The power of the stories we tell about technological innovation, effciency, consumer sovereignty, and individual freedom is formidable.
This is not surprising. These stories are familiar, comforting, often
hopeful, grounded in familiar truths, and thus deeply alluring. They
appeal to a human fascination with the novel, the shiny, the creative and
clever. Because they validate familiar structures of investment, production, and consumption, these stories reaffrm settled world views and
seem to demand little in terms of upsetting change. Importantly, they
offer respite from prolonged confict over complex social problems, either by creating “everyone wins, no one loses” or “just deal with it, you
can’t fght progress” solutions. This framing holds special sway over
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policymakers and other elites who seek to avoid political controversy
and public discontent. No one with a crystal ball need be responsible
for planning or advancing innovation. Instead, innovation just happens
and diffuses, on its own when the time is right, through Adam Smith’s
hidden hand of the marketplace. Informed and conscientious consumers can nudge innovation along by buying green or consuming in socially responsible ways. And the aggregate result of freely chosen values
and actions by reasonable individuals will be a better future for all.
These framings imperil the good life. Preoccupation with new gadgets
and nifty tools, effciency promises and smart consumer choice, and
unlimited freedom and entitlement erodes our ability to address fundamental issues of justice and power, and to imagine workable paths
to a better future. This preoccupation has no place in any credible,
compelling vision for the pursuit of a good life – not because notions of
the good life are anti-technological, anti-market, or anti-freedom, but
because society’s sometimes cultish obsession with new artifacts, innovative production-processes, and narratives of consumer sovereignty
and individual control undermines our capacity to recognize the need
for social change and inhibits our ability to pursue it.
More than ever before, these stories reveal how we have become
locked into debilitating material and social structures. As guideposts
to action they are out of sync with needed transformative change. Enacting these stories creates a false sense of progress and robs us of
our remarkable human ability to resolve complex problems. Changing
times demand social change, without relying on the mythical autonomous interplay of market and technology in our pursuit of the good
life. We need social change that facilitates rewarding, affrming, and
meaningful citizen participation instead of consumer choice. Consumption corridors offer just that opportunity.

Figure 4.2 What’s stopping us.
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Visionary change
Corridors as a pathway to the
good life

The good life. Human fourishing. Rights and responsibilities, needs
and satisfers, planetary limits and gross inequality. And, of course,
consumption corridors and the participatory processes they require
and inspire. These concepts, explicated over the past chapters, are important tools for understanding and acting upon the world. Underlying them all – or, rather, underlying how this book knits these elements
together – is a singular assertion, possibly offensive to some while
commonsensical to others: when it comes to consumption choices that
go beyond meeting needs, humans are not always smart. Acting as
consumers, disconnected from searching and sometimes diffcult conversations about what it means to live a good life, people may behave
in ways contrary to their deepest aspirations and most cherished beliefs, making the good life exceedingly diffcult to achieve.
The problem, hinted at in prior chapters, is the convoluted interplay
among the material need to consume, the cultural and psychological signifcance of consumption choices in daily life, and the power of stories
and of those who shape them. Sitting alone on a desert island, drinking
milk from a coconut, is a simple act of satisfying one’s need for nourishment. But within a community, the coconut and its milk can become
much more: a signal to other coconut-milk gourmands that you belong,
a play for status among colleagues who favor more pedestrian beverages, a real bargain when harvested from your own tree, a statement
of support for coconut rights, or a fear-of-missing-out choice seeded
by savvy marketers. Once human needs are met, such as nourishment,
physical safety, affection, or participation – consumption choices become interestingly complicated, and not always for the best.
Consider housing, the focus of Box 3.3 a few pages back. Over the
past few decades, average home size around the world has increased
dramatically. While some good has surely come from this, studies of
the growing prominence of “McMansions”– extra-large homes built
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en masse at great environmental cost – reveal two unsettling patterns.
One is rising discontent among owners of normal-sized homes when
a fock of McMansions perches nearby, or when a co-worker or friend
makes the jump to McMansion Land. The other is the lack of enduring
satisfaction among those who upscale to McMansions – indeed, researchers frequently observe a decline in contentment, perhaps as the
demands related to maintaining larger homes become slowly evident
to their owners.
Both patterns are explained by the propensity of humans, social animals to the core, to compare their consumption to that of others, and to
derive pain or pleasure from feelings of missing out or leading the pack.
It is no surprise, then, that owners of normal homes can feel diminished when faced with “better” housing owned by people thought to
be contemporaries. What was satisfyingly suffcient, or even more than
enough, suddenly feels stingingly inadequate, especially as McMansions become reframed by certain builders and media channels as the
new normal, the accepted sign of success, and the natural evolution of
“necessary” housing – all standard tricks of a huge marketing industry.
Of course, new owners of McMansions don’t enjoy immunity from
these dynamics by virtue of their expansive domiciles. Once the fush
of accomplishment from upscaling dissipates (and it quickly does), they
adopt fellow McMansion owners as their new comparison group, and
thus once again become just one of the crowd – nothing special, nothing distinctive, no special status. And the cycle begins anew: McMansion owners with suffcient fnancial power or capacity to borrow set
their sights on even larger, custom-built estates in an attempt to catch
up with colleagues or friends who have departed McMansion-land for
even more opulent pastures. The result, as noted in Box 3.3: home sizes
go up, the consumption of energy and other consumables needed to
condition and outft these new homes increases, and the planet groans
under the weight, all with no apparent increase in overall quality of life.
Housing is but one example of this ubiquitous dynamic, which benefts from easy consumer credit, choice-editing by distributors and
marketing specialists that supplants meaningful choice with managed
behavior, and dominant narratives of shared prosperity via individual acquisition. The ensuing no-win treadmill of wants morphing into
perceived needs, to be supplanted by even more ambitious wants, is
anathema to the good life. No one becomes better off when consumption becomes a comparative performance on a continuously rising
foor. And preaching at people to halt their needless upscaling, though
momentarily satisfying, provides no escape from this dysfunction. It
arises from collective social forces, from humans living within webs
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of inequality and political power, and it must be tackled at that level,
through structural change, leavened by collective conversation and
debate.
This book champions such a strategy of structural change, one that
understands people as members of communities that must fourish
within limits if all individuals are to fnd their way. In this approach,
the promise of the good life for all, which highlights collective rights
and responsibilities and valorizes ethically defensible ways of living,
lights the way. The adventurous and collaborative design of consumption corridors becomes the process for organizing and implementing
these principles, where everyone will be free to design a good life in the
space between consumption minima and maxima.
This vision will seem utopian to some. If it didn’t, this book would
have aimed too low. Recent social upheaval together with the study of
past moments of cultural transformation makes one fact clear, however: fundamental shifts toward new ways of thinking and acting do
not happen through appeals to individual wellbeing. Structural racism
is not effectively challenged and overcome, for instance, by appealing
to white people’s personal sense of prosperity or security. The level of
change demanded by the promise of the good life and the pressures
deriving from social inequities and ecological challenges requires a
searching rethink of how we understand and organize our consumption practices and systems.
And, truly, beginning this work should not be a hard sell. Every
major religion speaks to the essential intertwining of human restraint,
personal wellbeing, and community vitality, as do areligious analogs
like secular humanism and organized atheism. In the Christian faith,
readers of the King James version of the Bible will recognize “when
there is no vision, the people will perish” as the beginning of Proverbs 29:18, a call to Christian ideals of justice, restraint, and loving
one’s neighbor. But Christianity enjoys no monopoly on this vision,
of course.
This vision thrives in these early decades of the 21st century. People
are generally good. They care for family members, engage in community events, and help their neighbors. They labor to piece together a
materially viable, socially generous, and morally uplifting life under
frequently diffcult circumstances. They do not always succeed, and
when they stumble, they usually know. This book stands on that conviction, on the belief that a deep well of yearning for a better world
exists, waiting to be facilitated in service of needed social change.
But what kind of change, and how? If you come from the mainstream of environmental problem-solving or social-policy analysis,
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you likely frame change in relation to individual actions (“get people
to drive less”) or technological change (“more wind power”), with the
focus on individual consumer action in support of technological innovation. This species of change remains necessary but is no longer
suffcient. Needed now are new kinds of social innovations that foster
commitments to community within terrains of inequality and ecological decline, and infuse everyday life with a deep desire to build, with
others, a genuinely sustainable future.
Consumption corridors offer a pathway to these changes. They envision a positive future of the good life for all. They articulate and
propagate justice, elevate mindfulness about wants versus needs, and
preserve freedom within limits in ways that mirror everyday strategies
of satisfed and responsible people who know they cannot have it all.
By their very nature, consumption corridors foster and facilitate engaged citizenship, and pull humanity back from planetary limits and
social exploitation.
Two elements of consumption corridors emerge here as especially
important. First, they are socially and culturally spacious, respecting
diversity at a moment where one-size-fts-all responses to global ills
are counterproductive. By defning minimum consumption standards
(providing the basis for a good life to an individual) and maximum
consumption standards (ensuring that one individual’s consumption
does not imperil other individuals’ abilities to achieve minimum consumption standards in a world of limited resources), corridors create
room for individual notions of a good life, allowing everyone a fulflling life according to their own preferences.
Second, and most fundamentally, consumption corridors steer away
from politically toxic calls for sacrifce as determined by distant experts
or special interests. By tying the question of limits to human needs
and requirements for their satisfaction, they neither demand asceticism or renunciation, nor pursue unspecifed moral suasion in terms
of “we should consume less.” Rather, they highlight the necessity –
diffcult to pursue but rich in participatory rewards – to jointly defne
the conditions necessary to live a good life, and the subsequent steps
necessary to make such a good life possible for all individuals. By providing freedom to pursue the good life in an ecologically and socially
frayed world, these limits offer the beneft of ensuring that all other
individuals living now and into the future can do so as well.
Humans are creative creatures. They are good at building powerfully impressive realities out of little more than imagined possibility. Around the world, the growing visibility of right-wing politics,
structural racism, social inequality, and climate change is generating
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community- and city-level engagement, town hall meetings, peaceful
protests, greater citizen involvement, and social online movements
that push back, that seek another way. Many people are angry and
indignant; many more know that something is not working and that
some form of change is needed. Let us take this energy and mobilize
it in pursuit of positive goals. Let us imagine, design, and implement
new ways of living and thriving, properly connected to what we love,
respect, and cherish in our own lives. To rescue the good life for all.

Annex 1: Needs

Below, we provide four lists of human needs, suggested by different scholars, that are used in sustainability research. Examining the
needs named in these lists may provide readers with a better image
of what a needs-based focus is about. The lists differ in terms of the
names and number of needs identified, and the reasoning identification underlying their selection. In each case, relevant publications are
cited so that those interested can easily access further information.

Based on: Max-Neef, M. A. (1991). Human Scale
Development Conception Application and Further
Reflections. London: Apex Press.
Being
Subsistence
Protection
Affection
Understanding
Participation
Idleness
Creation
Identity
Freedom

Having

Doing

Interacting
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Based on: Costanza, R., et al. (2007). Quality of Life: An
Approach Integrating Opportunities, Human Needs, and
Subjective Well-being. Ecological Economics 61: 267–276.
Human needs

Descriptors (direct satisfiers)

Subsistence

Food, shelter, vital ecological services (clean air and
water, etc.) healthcare, rest
Nurturing of children, pregnant women
Transmission of the culture
Homemaking
Enforced predictable rules of conduct
Safety from violence at home and in public
Security of subsistence into the future
Maintain safe distance from crossing critical
ecological thresholds
Stewardship of nature to ensure subsistence into the
future
Care for the sick and elderly
“Being able to have attachments to things and
persons outside ourselves; to love those who
love and care for us, to grieve at their absence.”
(Nussbaum)
Solidarity, respect, tolerance, generosity, passion,
receptiveness
Access to information
Intuition and rationality
To act meaningfully in the world
Contribute to and have some control over political,
community, and social life
Being heard
Meaningful employment
Citizenship
Recreation, relaxation, tranquility, access to nature,
travel
Engaging in transcendent experiences
Access to nature
Participation in a community of faith
Play, imagination, inventiveness, artistic expression

Reproduction
Security

Affection

Understanding
Participation

Leisure
Spirituality
Creativity/
emotional
expression
Identity
Freedom

Status, recognition, sense of belonging,
differentiation, sense of place
“Being able to live one’s own life and nobody else’s.
This means having certain guarantees of noninterference with certain choices that are especially
personal and definitive of selfhood, such as
choices regarding marriage, childbearing, sexual
expression, speech and employment” (Nussbaum)
Mobility
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Based on: Di Giulio, A. and Defila, R. 2020. The ‘Good
Life’ and Protected Needs. In: Kalfagianni, A., Fuchs,
D. and Hayden, A. (eds.). The Routledge Handbook of
Global Sustainability Governance. London: Routledge.
Group 1, focusing upon tangibles, material things (Protected Needs 1–3)
Need (what
Specified description: Individuals should have the
individuals must
possibility…
be allowed to
want)
1 To be provided
… to feed themselves sufficiently, with variety, and
with the material
with food that is not detrimental to health.
necessities for
… to live in a suitably protected and equipped
life
accommodation, offering privacy and sufficient
space and allowing them to realise their idea of
living.
… to care for their bodies with dignity and dress
suitably.
2 To realize their
… to shape their daily life according to their own ideas.
own conception … to procure and use the material necessities for life
of daily life
from a diverse range of supply, and to have sufficient
means to do so.
… to move freely in public space.
3 To live in
… to live in an environment (built and natural) that is
a livable
not harmful to health and is aesthetically pleasing.
environment
… to develop a sensorial and emotional relationship
with nature.
… to have access to and be able to move about in
diverse natural and cultural landscapes.
Group 2, focusing upon the person (Protected Needs 4–6)
Need (what
individuals must
be allowed to
want)
4 To develop as a
person

5 To make their
own life choices

Specified description: Individuals should have the
possibility…
… to develop their potential (knowledge, skills,
attitudes, feelings, etc.) and thus their individual
identity.
… to face the challenges of their choice.
… to freely access reliable information and thus form
their own opinion.
… to freely decide and act upon the value-orientations
they choose to adopt or reject (spirituality,
religiosity, ideology, etc.).
… to set their own life goals and pursue them.
… to determine how they want to lead their life in
terms of intimate relationships, family planning,
where to live, etc.
(Continued)
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Group 2, focusing upon the person (Protected Needs 4–6)
6 To perform
… to carry out activities that they consider to be
activities
fulfilling (in work and leisure; paid and unpaid).
valuable to them … to carry out activities that match their personality
and in which they can unfold their potential (in work
and leisure; paid and unpaid).
… to allocate their time for their different activities
according to their own preferences and to have time
for idleness.
Group 3, focusing upon community (Protected Needs 7–9)
Need (what
individuals must
be allowed to
want)
7 To be part of a
community

8 To have a say in
the shaping of
society
9 To be granted
protection by
society

Specified description: Individuals should have the
possibility…
… to maintain social relationships with other people
(private, professional, during training, etc.).
… to take part in cultural activities and celebrations
and to participate in associations.
… to access the cultural and historical heritage of their
community.
… to co-determine the affairs of the society in which
they live.
… to take an active stand for concerns and problems
(local, national, international) they hold dear.
… to voice their opinion, by themselves and with others.
… to be protected from public and private violence,
from infringements on physical and mental integrity,
and from natural hazards.
… to pursue their goals without discrimination and
with equal opportunity, to live in legal certainty, and
to be treated with dignity and respect.
… to be supported in the event of physical or mental
impairment, unemployment, poverty, and other
impairing conditions.
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Based on: Doyal, L. and Gough, I. 1991. A Theory of
Human Need. Basingstoke: Macmillan.
The following list of needs, originally developed by Doyal and
Gough in 1991, is re-interpreted here by Julia K. Steinberger, University of Lausanne: “Well-being theorists Len Doyal and Ian
Gough present a compelling picture of human need satisfaction: we
all share a finite number of satiable and non-substitutable human
needs. According to them, well-being can be understood roughly as
a pyramid, with basic need satisfaction at the bottom underpinning
physical, mental health and autonomy, culminating in well-being
and social participation.” – JKS

Well-being,
Social participation
Mental
Health

Physical
Health

•
•
•
•
•

Autonomy

Congnitive
understanding

Food & water
Housing
Healthcare
Education
Significant
relationships

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities
to participate
Economic security
Physical safety
Safe environment
Childhood safety
Safe birth control &
childbearing.

Source: https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/oureconomy/pandenomics-story-life-
versus-growth/ (based on Goyal and Dough 1991)

Annex 2: Indicators of quality of life

Numerous indicators and indexes exist that attempt to measure
(aspects of) wellbeing and quality of life. The table below lists relevant international efforts to develop indicators that broadly assess
quality of life as a function of human wellbeing and environmental
sustainability. (For additional information on the development of
quality-of-life indices, see Fuchs et al. 2020.) To facilitate useful comparison, only those indicator sets covering at least 30 countries and
multiple time points are included here.

Composite index

Composite index

Adjusted national
accounts

Composite index

Composite index

Composite index

Adjusted national
accounts

Composite index

Composite index

BTI

EPI

GS (adjusted
net savings)

HPI

HDI

IIAG

IWI

BLI

SSI

Sustainable Society Foundation

OECD

UN; United Nations University; Int.
Human Dimensions Programme
on Global Environmental
Change; UNEP; UNESCO

Mo Ibrahim Foundation

UNDP

The New Economics Foundation

World Bank

Yale University

Bertelsmann Foundation

Institutional source

154

36

140

54

189

161

141

180

129

Countries
covered (No.)

2006, 2008, 2010, 2012,
2014, 2016 (ongoing)

2011–2017 (ongoing)

1990–2014 (ongoing)

2008–2017 (ongoing)

1990–2017 (ongoing)

2006, 2009, 2012, 2016
(ongoing)

1990–2017 (ongoing)

2006, 2008, 2010, 2012,
2014, 2016, 2018 (ongoing)

2006, 2008, 2010, 2012,
2014, 2016, 2018 (ongoing)

Years covered

Data for countries covered relate to the most recent version of each indicator set (earlier versions may cover fewer countries). Data for years covered relate to the situation in March 2020.
Source: Fuchs et al. 2020.

Type

Indicator set
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Annex 3: Estimates of upper and
lower sustainable limits in floor space

Estimated minimum standard Estimated maximum
standard
Household
Size
Lower
estimate
Higher
estimate

Single
household
13,9 m²*

4-person
household
40 m²**

Single
household
20 m²***

4-person
household
80 m²***

30 m²**

41,8 m²*

30 m²****

120 m²****

* (Cohen 2020); ** (Rao and Min 2018); *** (Lettenmeier 2018); **** (Grubler et al.
2018), cited from Lorek and Spangenberg 2019.
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